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Registration: 
access denied 
Software delays 
online process 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
Course selection using the new online reg-
istration program has been postponed in re-
sponse to system delays. 
Registrar John Stanton said Monday in a 
campus-wide e-mail that the program is per-
forming correctly, but is running slowly be-
tween steps in the registration process. Be-
cause of these delays, the course selection 
schedule has been altered, he said. 
Under the revised schedule, seniors will 
register today and freshmen on Tuesday. Ju-
niors and sophomores will have to wait un-
til Nov. 27 and Nov. 29, respectively, after 
Thanksgiving Break to register, Stanton said. 
"It's the best adjustment we can make," he 
said. "The experts [working on the system] 
are going to earn their money now. At the mo-
ment, we don't expect any more problems." 
The system crashed Monday morning af-
ter the first exploratory, pre-professional and 
music-undeclared students attempted to log-
on and register for spring 2001 courses. 
The server was shut down in order to fix 
the problem, Stanton said. The Registrar and 
software teams that sold the college the pro-
See DELAYS, page 4 
Teach-in urges Sodexho oust 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Staff Writer 
The Young Democratic Socialists called on 
students at a teach-in Tuesday to start ad-
dressing America's prison problems by forc-
ing the college to break its five-year contract 
with food service provider Sodexho Marriott. 
YDS held the teach-in as part of a con-
tinued push against Sodexho-Marriott, 
which began with anti-Sodexho graffiti and 
protests around campus by another student or-
ganization, The Nine, in October. 
The Paris-based Sodexho Alliance owns 
47 percent of Sodexho Marriott as well as 
11 percent of Corrections Corporation of 
America, a private prison company. 
"These private prisons are a symptom of 
the insatiable bmge that we've been on for the 
past 10 years - building prisons and stuff-
ing them," Associate Professor Jonathan 
Laskowitz, sociology, told the more than JOO 
students gathered in Textor JO 1 for the noon 
teach-m. "Private prisons account for only 5 
percent of all the prison beds in America, a 
tiny fraction of the larger binge." 
Laskowitz, who said that CCA treats pris-
oners unfairly because JI does not need to fol-
low federal regulations, urged students to 
fight against Sodexho Marriott. 
Junior Mark Frank, treasurer ofYDS, of-
fered students opportunities to get involved 
in the fight. 
"We need to do what we can at our lev-
el right now to make a dent in this larger prob-
lem," he said. "What we can do right now 
is get Sodexho off our campus." 
YDS has prepared form letters to send to 
President Peggy R. Williams, calling for her 
to give the food service provider "a 90-day 
notice to leave our campus." 
YDS Co-chair Kia Kozun, who distributed 
the letters to the audience, said administrators 
need to hear from different people about this 
issue. Although Kozun is no longer a student 
at the college, she continues to lead YDS. 
"It's important to put pressure on the ad-
ministration from different directions," she 
said. "You need to make a commitment to 
leave this room today and do something about 
this." 
Sodexho Marriott public relations officials 
have said the company does not feel respon-
sible for its parent company's investments. 
"Sodexho Mamott is not in the prison 
business and has no control over the invest-
ments and business dealings of any of our 
shareholders," said Bill Hamman, president 
of the services education division at Sodex-
ho Marriott, in a recent onhne statement. 
JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR MARK FRANK (right), treasurer of VOS, speaks at a teach-in about America's 
prison industry Tuesday in Textor 101. Assistant Professor Beth Harris (left), politics, 
and Professor Jonathan Laskowitz, sociology, also spoke at the event. 
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NATI SHOHAT/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
TWO ORTHODOX MEN walk past three policemen at the western wall in 
Jerusalem last week. Clashes erupted between Palestinian demonstra-
tors and Israeli soldiers in several West Bank and Gaza Strip flashpoints. 
Middle East conflict 
BY BROOKE BENNETT tlireatens 
~~:~:::: Micah Karg plans to student tr Cl p 
take a free trip to Israel over Win-
ter Break, but continued fighting 
between Israelis and Palestinians in the 
country may leave his plane grounded. 
Karg 1s among 20 students from Itha-
ca College who are registered for the trip 
scheduled for Dec. 28 to Jan. 9. The trip 
is sponsored by Birthright Israel, a phil-
anthropic organization that provides 
free trips to Israel for Jewish people be-
tween the ages of 16 and 24. Hillel, the 
college's Jewish Community, selected the 
20 students from a group of 73 on-cam-
pus applicants. 
Tensions between Israelis and Pales-
tinians increased after Israel became a 
state m 1948, and disputes have only in-
tensified since the Gaza Strip and the We~t 
Bank have come under braeh rule. 
Palestinian resentment over not having a 
homeland has largely contributed to the 
conflicts. At least 172 people have been 
killed in the ongoing bloodshed. 
If students will be put in danger in any 
way by the nutbrcab, travel plan~ will be 
postponed. said Jew1~h Chaplain 
Michael Faber. wh,1 ,, ill he ,1n·, 1mp,111, -
mg the ~tudenb. 
Fahn e~t1mate~ !hL'IC ,~ ,1 'i() pelcL'lll 
chance that the trip will be Jela:,ed. e~-
pecially 1fthe current snuat1on escalate~ 
"If the Palestinian su1c1de bomber~ 
start to v1,,Jt the c1t1e~ of Israel ... and kill 
other people, all beb are off," he !>aid "'I 
guarantee that there will be war . and 
nobody's going to be traveling to Israel 
1f that's the case." 
Faber said l31rthnght Israel Will 
reschedule the trip 1f they are not abk to 
go m December. 
"We're not canceling th1,, tnp." he s,11d 
"We may have to postpone n until afte1 
spnng semester." 
But Faber ~aid he does not ant1c1pate 
security problem~ because very IJttle vi-
olence 1~ tal,.111g place 111 Israel proper Stu-
dent\ lln the tnp ,, ill not tra,·el to the oc-
cupied terntm1e~ ,lt the West B,1nl,. or the 
GaLa Stnp. whe1 e the rna_1D1 ll: <>! \ 1< lknc·e 
1s taking place. he ~aid. 
Faber will not pull the collq!L'·, group 
out of the trip because lw ~aid lw l,.11, "', 
B1nh11ght l,1 ,tel \\ ii I 111.11,.c ,1 dc•c1,1, Ill\\ Jth 
See HILLEL. page 4 
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Unpredictable race creates history 
Students foresee 
possibility of Bush 
BY KATE HILTS 
~taf{Wr1_t_cr __________ _ 
"Th1!> one is really one for the books," said 
Associate Professor Marty Brownstein, 
poht1cs. 
Brownstein said he had predicted this 
year's presidential election would be qmte 
chaotic, but said it is still too early to make 
predictions about who will wm the race for 
the White House. 
As of Wednesday mght, the seat for the 
presidency was still up for grabs. The race 
between Democratic Vice President Al 
Gore and his Republican challenger, Texas 
Gov. George W. Bush, remained close with 
one state, Florida, keeping each candidate 
guessing as to whether they will be the next 
leader of the Umted States. 
According to polls Wednesday night, 
Bush had 2,909,154 votes in Florida com-
pared to 2,907,361 for Gore. That puts Bush 
in a position where he could possibly win 
the election. But the absentee ballots still 
need to be counted, and that could take 10 
days or more. The exact number of over-
seas absentee ballots is still unknown, ac-
cording to a CBS News report Wednesday. 
Some students at Ithaca College, however, 
would be disappointed with Bush at the helm. 
According to an unofficial ltlzacan online poll 
of 394 students, 230 students voted for Gore 
and 86 students voted for Bush. Ralph Nad-
er trailed slightly behind Bush with 72 votes. 
The remaining six votes went to Pat 
Buchanan. 
Sophomore Beth Goode said she is pro-
Gore, and she 1s worried Bush even has the 
chance to win. 
MARICE COHN BAND/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
ELECTION WORKERS APPROACH the 24-hour mark in their work day as they lean on 
empty ballot transfer cases from the 614 precinct in Miami-Dade County, Fla. The 
workers are awaiting substitutions from the Miami-Dade election headquarters. 
"I am really afraid if Bush wins," Goode 
said. "I don't think that that will be too good 
for anybody." 
However, Senior Matt Ruhe disagreed 
with Goode. He said he is hoping Bush wins 
because of his position on education and oth-
er key issues. 
"I voted for [Bush] because of his stance 
on testing teachers to determine funding," he 
said. 
Although Ruhe said he was not surprised 
at how narrow the election gap was, Goode 
said she is surprised at the close outcome so 
far. And while Goode had a discussion in 
one of Brownstein's classes before the 
election about what the possible outcomes 
could be, she still didn't believe it. 
"[Brownstein] really called it," Goode said. 
"He said the electoral college would be 
screwed up, and I was like, 'you know Mar-
ty, I don't think that is going to happen, you're 
dramatizing a little bit.' But he was right." 
Brownstein said the way the electoral col-
lege works did play a role in how the elec-
tion has turned out so far, but he said he did 
not predict any changes in its future. 
"Any change to the electoral college is an 
amendment, and it has to go through three-
fourths of the scate legislatures and most 
states like the electoral college," Brownstein 
said. "So I don't see much change happen-
ing." 
Other students on campus were also sur-
prised at how close the election.has been. Al-
though many students seem to be pulling for 
Gore, they also said they think Bush has a 
chance at winning Florida. 
Sophomore Brian Ohl said he didn't think 
the election would be so close. He said the 
way the election has turned out is amazing. 
Ohl said he thought Nader hurt Gore in the 
electoral college. 
"I just think that the electoral college is 
messed up," he said. "I think that Bush is [go-
H£YYOUf 
ing to pull through], because he is going to 
win Florida with absentee ballots, and I am 
a little disappointed about that." 
Freshman Jessie Galley said she was sur-
pnsed by the closeness in the candidate!:,· 
electoral votes as well. She said she really 
thought Gore would win without much com-
petition. 
"When Bush came pretty close, it really 
surprised me," she said. "The whole thing just 
surprised me." 
Although students might be predicting 
what candidate they think will win, Brown-
stein said he still believes it is too early to 
call a winner. 
"I feel uncomfortable analyzing this too 
early because so much is really still loose," 
he said. Brownstein said that there is always 
a possibility there could be some kind of 
"revote" in Florida, but it is too difficult to 
predict at this time. 
Regardless of the final outcome, Brown-
stein said he thought the discussions gener-
ated by the election are very good. 
"Certainly no student will ever be con-
fused again about the count of every single 
vote," he said. 
CORRECTIONS 
John Rowley, Democratic candidate 
for Tompkins County Court judge, was 
a judge in Ithaca City Court before the 
election. His occupation was incorrect 
in the Nov. 2 issue. 
Libertarian presidential candidate Har-
ry Browne's name was incorrect in the 
Nov. 2 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all 
errors of fact. Please contact.~sistant 
News Editor Ellen R. Stapleton at 274-
3207. 
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Senior remains a patient 
in intensive care unit 
Senior Kenneth Hubbard con-
tinues to be in critical condition 
with severe head and internal in-
juries at Robert Packer Memorial 
Hospital in Sayre, Pa., after he fell 
50-feet from an Aurora Street 
bridge near The Commons Oct. 14. 
Hubbard, 21, of Camillus, N. Y., 
has been unconscious since the ac-
cident and is still a patient in the hos-
pital's intensive care unit. He ha<; un-
dergone surgery several times. 
The Ithaca Police Department 
has closed its investigation into the 
matter and ruled the fall accidental. 
The IPD said alcohol was a factor. 
Hubbard is an environmental 
studies major in the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences. 
AppUcations to be taken for SGA vice presidency 
Student Government President 
Dan Tillapaugh has announced that 
applications are now available for 
students interested in becoming 
vice president of academics for the 
Student Government Association. 
The position was vacated by junior 
Kia Kozun last month. 
Any student who is not a first-
year student or a first-year trans-
fer student and is taking at least 12 
credits next semester is eligible. 
Applications can be picked up 
in the Student Activities Center and 
must be completed by Nov. 15. 
Tillapaugh said the applications 
will be reviewed over Thanksgiv-
ing break and three to five finalists 
will be chosen by the selection 
committee and then interviewed. 
The final decision will be 
made by Tillapaugh and the vice 
presidents. 
Senior to attend summit 
next week in Europe 
Sean Vormwald, a senior envi-
ronmental studies major and presi-
dent of the Ithaca College Envi~ 
ronmental Society, has been ac-
cepted to participate in the next 
round of the United Nation's glob-
al warming negotiations Nov. 13 to 
24 in The Hague, Netherlands. 
Vormwald is one of about 200 
students nationwide who will 
make the trip to highlight the im-
portance of taking action to stop 
global warming. 
ICES is sponsoring a teach-in on 
the politics of global warming and 
what is at stake in the meetings in 
The Hauge. It will take place Tues-
day at 7 p.m. in Textor 102. 
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Colleges gear up for Cortaca 
Added security 
part of plans 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
When last year's football game 
against SUNY Cortland ended, 
hundreds of fans from Ithaca and 
Cortland State rushed onto the 
field past police barricades -
starting fights that led to two arrests 
and a 
number of 
ejections. 
T h e 
59-year-
old rivalry continues this weekend 
at Cortland, and both colleges will 
bring in extra police officers, add po-
lice checkpoints and put up special 
barricades mside the stadium to pre-
vent such misbehavior. 
The game pits the two football 
teams against each other every 
year, in what Sports Illustrated has 
called the biggest Division III ri-
valry in the nation. 
Brian McAree, acting vice 
president for student affairs and 
campus life at Ithaca College, and 
Raymond Franco, Cortland's vice 
president for student affairs, met re-
cently to discuss security matters 
for the game. McAree also took out 
a whole-page advertisement on 
page IO in this week's issue of The 
Ithacan to warn students about mis-
behavior at the game. 
"Last year, unfortunately, there 
was a lot of emotion at the end of 
the game," McAree said. "One of 
the things that we are asking our stu-
dents, and Ray is asking the Cort-
land student-;, is to enjoy the foot-
ball game, but don't do anything that 
is going to cause any of the efforts 
of the people on the field to be ru-
ined by an unfortunate incident. 
"We are lucky nobody was ~e-
riously hurt la<;t year," McArcc said. 
Franco said Cortland's main 
concern 1s crowd size. The college 
is expecting a crowd four times the 
size of a typical home game and 1s 
installing extra bleachers to increa~ 
seating capacity from about 5,000 
people to nearly 7,000. More than 
10,000 fans attended last year's 
matchup at Butterfield Stadium. 
Franco said 25 to 30 police of-
ficers from the city, state, univer-
sity and sheriff's department~ 
will be inside the stadium to con-
trol the crowd. Officers from ~ev-
eral other SUNY schools should 
also be on hand, he said. 
To help prevent fans from run-
ning on the field at the game's end 
like last year, Cortland is installing 
fencing around the field this week. 
Ithaca football coach Mike 
Welch said fans always run on the 
field at the end of the Cortland-
Ithaca game but said neither he nor 
his team are concerned. 
"That happens every year," 
Welch said. "That is how people 
behave themselves, and there is no 
reason to worry about it." 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SGT. SCOTT O'DELL of the Tompkins County Sheriff's Department 
restrains an unidentified fan after the 1999 Cortaca Jug game. 
Franco and McAree agreed 
drunk driving to and from the Cort-
land campus is another concern. 
There will be police check-
points along the roads between 
Ithaca and Cortland all day to stop 
drunk drivers, they said. 
The Residence Hall Association, 
Student Government Association 
and the Senior Class are coordinat-
ing five buses to bring students to 
the game. Four buses will begin 
boarding in front of Textor Hall at 
10: 15 a.m. and leave at 11 a.m. The 
other bus will board and leave from 
the parking lot across from the Hol-
iday Inn at the same times. 
The buses will leave Cortland 30 
minutes after the game to return to 
Ithaca. 
Staff mourns loss of long-time worker 
BY AARON J, MASON 
News Editor 
Sandy Milks wore a smile 
like it was a part of her 
uniform. 
Milks, a lead custo-
dian in the Towers and 
Terraces and an em-
ployee at the college 
for more than 18 years, 
died last Thursday at 
Cayuga Medical Center 
shortly after suffering a 
heart attack at the· col-
lege. She was 61. 
course and spoke with Sandy on a 
daily basis. "You couldn't help but 
like her and you got to know her 
because of her personality." 
Art Sims, who has 
worked for the col-
lege's Physical Plant 
for 34 years, said he is 
fortunate that half of that 
time was spent knowing 
Milks. 
Her colleagues said 
she made an impact on 
MILKS 
"She cared about 
everybody," Sims 
said. "She was a great 
gal. • Everybody 
thought the world of 
her that knew her." 
the lives of everyone she knew dur-
ing her almost two decades at the 
college. 
"She was always so friendly, al-
ways had a ~mile and something 
pleasant to say," said Nia-Malika 
Fussell, administrative assistant for 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
who works in the Towers Con-
Sims was with 
Milks earlier Thursday when he said 
she had been bent over on a chair 
holding her chest in pain. 
Milk.s told Sims she felt fine af-
ter taking her medication. Sims 
said he advised her to go to the 
emergency room, but she de-
clined, saying the pain was only 
muscle spasms. 
Monday-Thursday: 
Friday and Saturday: 
Sunday: 
She went back to work and at-
tended the Benefits Fair later that 
day in Klingenstein Lounge, 
where she again became ill. 
The people who worked with 
Milks are trying to deal with the 
sudden loss of a loved one. 
"It's like losing a family mem-
ber," said Geri Smith, a facilities 
attendant who knew Milks for 
about two years. "We know 
everything about each other's 
families. We are family." 
Richard Couture, assistant di-
rector of Facilities Services, knew 
Milks for 11 years. Couture said her 
death is a loss not only to his de-
partment, but to the college as well. 
"She was a joy to work with," 
he said. "She had a smile on her 
face [and] she worked hard. She 
really enjoyed being at Ithaca Col-
lege. She'd come in and she was 
just a wonderful person and a joy 
to be around." 
Along with her constant smile, 
many of her co-workers describe 
• 
• BIG 
AL'S 6 a.m. to midnight 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
8 a.m. to midnight 
flEE IEIIIEIY: 
Monday-Thursday: 
Friday 
Saturday:· 
Sunday: 
Sandy as being a hard worker. 
Fussell recalled one of her daily 
conversations with Milks when she 
complained about chest pains, 
telling Fussell she had been to the 
doctor and had been told that the 
pains were due to working too 
hard. 
"It's very unsettling right 
now," Fussell said. "We definite-
ly feel the loss, as you do with a 
close friend, family or loved one. 
We have that type of feeling to-
ward her." 
Milks is survived by her hus-
band, five children, 10 grandchildren 
and two great-grandchildren. 
Services were held Wednesday 
at the Candor Funeral Parlour. Bur-
ial was in Maple Grove Cemetery 
in Candor. 
"It's a shock to everybody up 
here, a terrible shock," Smith 
said. "It will never quite be the 
same again. But like Sandy, she 
was a very strong women and you 
just gotta go on, as hard as 111~." 
' 
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Tuition growth below average 
Increase in costs 
held at lower rate 
than national mean 
affairs, said he could not point to one spe-
cific action that helped keep costs down. Tuition costs 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College's tuition is rising at a low-
er rate than the national average for private 
four-year colleges, according to a recent sur-
vey by the Chronicle of Higher Education. 
The college's tuition rose 4.25 percent 
from the 1999-2000 to the 2000-200 I aca-
demic year - the second lowest rate hike at 
the college since before 1970. Nationally, tu-
1t1on went up 5.2 percent. 
The college's tuition mcreased $782 
from last year, while the national average for 
private colleges was $814. 
Budget Manager John Galt said the col-
lege has made a conscious effort to keep tu-
1 t10n mcreases under control. 
"We have been trymg to keep cost in-
creases down while still providing the ser-
vices required," he said. "Just because it's in 
the budget every year doesn't mean it has to 
mcrease." 
"I can't say that we did something dras-
tically different to come in under the aver-
age," he said. "We just try to keep rates as 
low as we can while supporting faculty and 
staff and providing services to students." 
Salm said it is difficult to compare Itha-
ca College to the national average, since costs 
vary at different institutions and regions. 
He pointed to higher energy costs in the 
West as a possible reason for the greater m-
crease in national colleges tuitions. If en-
ergy costs continue to rise in the Ithaca area, 
educational costs could increase next 
year, putting Ithaca College above the av-
erage, he said. 
The tmtJon mcrease was higher than the 3.4 
percent rate of inflation measured by the Con-
sumer Price Index for the same period. 
The rate of inflation is based on cost in-
creases for consumable goods, Galt said, but 
college tuition is based on different factors. 
"They really are two different baskets," 
he said. "Businesses can keep costs down by 
usmg technology. We have to teach that tech-
nology, which means we have to hire the peo-
ple to teach it and have the technology." 
Salm said the CPI is different for higher 
education than it is for the general public. 
20.000 
15 000 
10,000 
199912000 2000/2001 
·• Ithaca College 
r-=m Nation~! Average 
Source: The Chronicle for Higher Education 
Galt said the college does have to allow for 
increases in salaries and benefits for staff and 
faculty to keep up with the cost of living. 
"We 're very labor intensive," he said. "We 
simply don't reflect the national CPI." 
The college's budget process began in Oc-
tober with meetings that will continue until 
the final decision is made by the board of 
trustees when it reconvenes at its February 
meetings. 
GRAPHIC BY LOREN CHRISTIANSEN/THE ITHACAN 
to maintain excellence," Galt said. "There will 
always be someone here trying to keep costs 
down, but we must also meet the needs of 
the student." Thomas Salm, vice president of business "Ithaca College will do what is reasonable 
FAMILY REUNION 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE BRIAN MILLER (left) enjoys a meal with his parents, Jack and Ellen, Sunday dur-
ing the college's annual Family Weekend In the Campus Center Dining Hall. 
Hillel members express safety concerns 
Continued from page 1 
this say it's okay to go, I would 
trust that decision a thousand per-
cent," he said. 
Karg said he is not worried 
about his safety, because he feels 
that Birthright Israel and Hillel 
will ensure that students are 
safe. 
"I know that the people running 
the trip will attempt to keep us safe, 
[but] I know that anything bad can 
happen at any time," he said. 
Despite the violence in the 
Mideast, Karg's family has en-
couraged him to go. 
Sophomore Anya Holowitz 
thinks Birthright Israel will cancel 
the trip if students will be in danger. 
"Some of my friends and fam-
ily are a little worried about the 
trip," she said. 
Holowitz said she personally 
will not rule out pulling out of the 
trip if the violence escalates but 
said she feels that necessary pre-
cautions will be taken. 
Assistant Professor Beth Har-
ris, politics, who lived with a 
Palestinian this past summer, 
said she is not concerned that stu-
dents will be in danger if they trav-
el to the region. 
"For anyone to kill an Ameri-
can is a very high cost in any part 
of the world," she said. ''The po-
tential of being killed because of 
them being Jewish Americans ... is 
pretty low." 
Harris said the purpose of the 
trip concerns her more than se-
curity considerations. 
"It's not so much about danger, 
but it's about what [they are] go-
ing for," she said. 
Faber said the trip's two primary 
purposes set forth by Birthright Is-
rael are to make young Jews ex-
amine their relationship to the 
Jewish people, culturally as well as 
religiously, and to experience the 
feeling of community. 
Junior Jeff Levi, who de-
scribed his trip with Birthright Is-
rael last year as breathtaking, 
said he never felt unsafe during his 
stay. 
"I think both Birthright Israel 
and Hillel provided a very struc-
tured program," he said. "I didn't 
feel my safety was in danger at all." 
Levi said postponing the trip 
due to violence may be a good 
idea, but he is confident that stu-
dents going this year will be safe. 
"I know that Birthright Israel 
and Hillel will make the right de-
cision, and they'll postpone the trip 
if it needs to be done," he said.-
Despite the continuing conflict, 
Karg said he is looking forward to 
his first trip to Israel. 
'Tm going to go as long as they 
let us go," he said. 
Birthright Israel is funding 
trips for approximately 7,500 stu-
dents this year. It will make the fi-
nal decision about whether the win-
ter trip talces place by Dec. 1. 
Delays should be expected 
Continued from page 1 
gram worked together to try and 
combat the problem. The program 
was up and running by 11 a.m. for 
exploratory students, Stanton said. 
Freshman exploratory student 
Sarah Bloom said she was upset 
about the crash of the new system. 
"I have one class out of five 
classes that I am supposed to be 
registered for," she said. ''The pre-
requisites for one of them is all 
messed up on the [computer]." 
An excess of people logging 
onto the system at once was not the 
cause of the delays, Stanton said. 
"What happened was the access 
table would not let anyone in," 
Stanton said. ''That was something 
wrong ... that had not gone wrong 
[in the previous testing]." 
The access table allows students 
into the program and determines 
if they are eligible to register at that 
time, Stanton said. 
Dean of Enrollment Larry 
Metzger, who gives direction to 
Stanton, said the slow down was 
caused by the way the software co-
processes the students' infonnation. 
"We installed a new version of 
the software after we found what 
appeared to be a software bottle-
neck," Metzger said. "At this 
point everything appears to be run-
ning smoothly ... [but] with a new 
version there could be problems. 
We are going to adhere to the de-
layed schedule to make sure 
nothing goes wrong." 
John Balduzzi, Student Gov-
ernment Association vice president 
of campus affairs, said he hopes 
their are no further problems. 
"I know a lot of students are up-
set," he said. "I feel sorry for them. 
I know students were looking for-
ward to having their schedule in 
hand by Thanksgiving, and now 
they have to wait." 
Sophomore Jenny Norton said 
she is so worried about future sys-
tem problems that she is ready to 
go to the Registrar's office and pick 
up a bubble sheet. 
"I already went through being 
angry about being the last in line 
for online registration," she said. 
"I'm just wondering if they'll ever 
get the network to handle the stu-
dents' needs." 
But some students are not 
worried about registering after 
Thanksgiving Break. 
"Personally, I don't care," 
sophomore Victoria Dennis said. 
"As long as I get the classes I want, 
I wouldn't care if I registered on 
Dec. 5." 
Metzger said despite the delays, 
students will still have ample 
time to register. 
"We certainly apologize for the 
inconvenience this has caused," he 
said. 
System maintenance times and 
program status updates have been 
posted on the Registrar's Web site, 
www.ithaca.edu/registrar. 
Through Nov. 17, students 
cannot register for classes Monday 
through Thursday from 5:30 to 
6:30 p.m., Tuesday through Sat-
urday from 2 to 7 a.m., and Fridays 
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. Stanton also 
said in the campus-wide e-mail 
that the system may be taken down 
for additional maintenance during 
Thanksgiving Break. 
''There were always going to be 
times when the system would be 
down for maintenance," he said. 
These times have nothing to do 
with the current system slow 
downs, Stanton said, but they are 
a safeguard for any future prob-
lems that may occur. 
Stanton said anyone who has al-
ready registered should not be con-
cerned about their finished 
schedules. Exploratory and Hu-
manities and Sciences honor stu-
dents, who began registering 
Nov. 3 and Nov. 6, can continue 
to register online, but should ex-
pect system delays, he said. 
New Registration 
Schedule 
Seniors (at least 90 credits) 
Today 
Freshmen (less than 30 
credits) Tuesday 
Juniors (at least 60 credits) 
Nov. 27 at 7 a.m .• 
Sophomores (at least 30 
credits) 
Nov. 29 at 7 a.m. 
Source: Olf'ce of the A~ 
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Survey focuses on free speech issues 
Responses reveal 
differing opinions 
in freshman class 
BY DANIEL PRINCE 
Sta.ff Writer ______________________ _ 
Free speech and free expression is~ues 
made up a significant part of the 2000 fresh-
man attitude survey, and the results released 
in October reveal the cla~s of '.2004 is am-
bivalent on the issue. 
The Office of First- Year Programs ad-
ministered the survey during summer onen-
tation sessions. 
Sixty-six percent of the 1,066 freshmen 
surveyed agreed that "colleges should pro-
hibit racist and sexist speech." 
Freshman Greg Creighton was one 5tudent 
who sided with the maJority on that question. 
"[Students my age have] been raised to 
believe that free speech is le~s important as 
a value than respecting other people," he said. 
While Ithaca College does monitor and re-
port on what 1t terms "Bias-related incidents," 
such speech classified in that way 1s not ex-
pressly forbidden. 
The survey also asked students to assess 
freedom of the press on campus, and 39 per-
cent believed that "student publications 
should be cleared by college officials." 
First-Year Programs Director Sharon 
Policello, who has compiled the survey for 
12 years, said freshmen may have respond-
ed this way because many high schools cen-
sor student publications. 
"There's a difference between high school 
and college journalism," she said. "Students 
may come from an environment where [cen-
sorship] has been done. There are certain as-
sumptions of authority that students make." 
Senior Jenny Rizzo, news director for Itha-
ca College Television·~ NewsWatch 16, 
stres~ed the importance of independent stu-
dent publications. 
"If professors and faculty want to foster 
an environment where students learn, they 
need to let us make our own dec1s1ons about 
what to air and what to pnnt," she said. "And 
I thmk this school is very good about letting 
students do that." 
Internet censorslup was also an issue 111-
cluded in the survey. Thirty-four percent of 
freshmen feel that material on the Internet 
should be regulated by the government. ac-
cord mg to the survey. 
The final free speech question reveakd 
that 22 percent believe people with radical 
view~ should not cxpress them on campu~. 
Pohcello said the purpo~c of the survey 
is to gauge entering students' oprnions on 
controversial social issues ranging from fed-
eral regulation of handguns to affirmative ac-
tion in college admissions. 
"It's interesting to look at these numbers 
and ask, 'why do you think people said 
that?'" Policello said. 
A large increase in freshmen opposition 
to the death penalty caught her attention. Thtr-
ty-two percent reported on the 2000 survey 
that they believed capital pumshment 
should be abolished, compared to only 28 per-
cent last year. 
Policello said she believes that recent me-
dia attention on the issue, such as Illinois 
Governor George Ryan declaring a morato-
rium on the death penalty in his state last Jan-
uary, influenced the response to this question. 
Some survey results defied students' ex-
pectations. For instance, while many ex-
pected freshmen to widely support the le-
galization of marijuana, only 34 percent of 
survey respondents agreed. 
"There's so much [marijuana] on cam-
pus," freshman Theo Manno said. "I defi-
nitely would have thought more people sup-
port it." But Manno said he opposes legal-
izat10n, along with the majority of his class-
Dana 
Internships! 
Under a program established by a grant to Ithaca College 
from the Charles A. Dana Foundation, approximately 30 
Ithaca students each year - both summer and academic year 
- will be able to earn a portion of their college expenses 
through educationally relevant work internships. Work can 
vary from the corporate world to summer stock to the 
research laboratory to ... your choice I 
If you ... 
• ·are eligible for financial assistance 
• have a strong academic record 
• are currently a freshman, sophomore, or junior 
• want to earn a portion of your college expenses 
... you should pick up an application today! 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEB. 2 
Applications for the Dana Student Work Internship Program 
are now available in the Office of Financial Aid. 
. Three information meetings will be held in 
Textor 103 from 12:10 to 1 p.m. Today and 
Tuesday, Nov. 14 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN FILLED OUT bubble sheets like this one during Summer Orientation as 
part of the 2000 Freshman Attitude Survey. Results were released in October. 
mates, because of his religious convictions. 
Associate Professor Cory Brown, wntmg, 
who presents the survey results to his fresh-
man writing seminar each year, said he no-
ticed that students consistently perceive their 
class to be more liberal than it really is. He 
cited the response to the marijuana question. 
"When you see certain behaviors like drug 
use ... there's a tendency to think they are oc-
curring more than they really are," Brown said. 
Students were also surveyed on three top-
ics which were new to this year's survey. Sev-
enty-four percent support same-sex mar~ 
riage~; 36 percent believe foreign language 
education 1s important for college student~. 
and 8 I percent feel study abroad program~ 
are important. 
Policello !>aid !>he added the que~t1on on 
same-sex marnages because it has become 
a current social issue, while the foreign lan-
guage question was added because New 
York now requires foreign language com-
petency for teacher certification. She also 
said she included the study abroad question 
to assess student interest 111 academic trav-
el experiences. 
On~Line Re2istration Access Schedule 
Students will not have access to Spring 200 I course registration until 
they have resolved their Tuition, Room and Board charges through the 
Fall 2000 semester with the Bursar's Office (607)-274-3135. 
If the balance due relates to financial aid you may 
reach that office by calling (607)-274-3131. 
Thur. Nov. 9 7 a.m. Seniors: Total earned credits to date* at least 90 
Tues. Nov. 14 7 a.m. Freshman: Total earned credits to date* less than 30 
Mon. Nov. 27 7 a.m. Juniors: Total earned credits to date* at least 60 
Wed. Nov. 29 7 a.m. Sophomores: Total earned credits to date* at least 30 
*Credits earned to date WILL NOT include credits in which students 
are currently enrolled. Only credit from courses for which they have 
received a final grade (would include Block 1), advance placement and 
transfer credit will be used to calculate class standing. 
- ~-:;:;=~---
(::.'l-.1:!, /1.1:1111 .._ .. ( ,r ~ I m,111. 
Rt. -,,a 111 l'l~ ln.'1. ltd 
I di,,,, Pml lrn. ,., I -1 .. , -..h.ll Plt.--1 
lh 1h1.. fll .. l \\, .. tlfll 
BOMBER DISCOUNT ... 
~.-·-
Ger 10"/4 off your bill "ith collc1-,>e ID! 
The Ithacan 
is 
looking 11 
for an 
online 
columnist! 
Contact 
Adam Gerson at 
agerson1 @ic3. 
ithaca.edu. 
*Columns would appear on 
The Ithacan Online each 
week. 
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Campus Safety Log Incidents Oct. 24 to Oct. 26, 2000 
Oct. 24 
0 Larceny 
Location: Friends Hall 
Summary: Computer monitor, hard dnve and 
zip drive stolen from computer lab. Patrol Of-
ficer Terry O'Pray. 
• Larceny 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Laptop computer taken from 
room sometime between midnight and 2 a.m. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: K-lot 
Summary: Report of MVA with property dam-
age involving a college-owned vehicle. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
°ዸ Conduct code violation 
Location: W-lot 
Summary: Vehicle displaying fraudulent 
permit towed from campus. One student ju-
dicially referred for unauthorized possession 
of college property. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Property 
Location: Job Hall 
Summary: Caller reported finding a set of keys 
on the sidewalk. Unknown owner. 
0 Medical assist 
Location: Emerson Hall , 
Summary: Caller reported a student with a 
possible leg fracture. Injury occurred during 
an intramural sports event. Ambulance was 
notified and responded. Student was trans-
ported to CMC emergency room by ambu-
lance. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
Oct. 25 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center Dining Hall, north 
side entrance 
Summary: Found graffiti written in yellow 
chalk on the sidewalk outside the building. 
Custodians notified for clean up. Patrol Offi-
cer Terry O'Pray. 
• Property 
Location: Eastman Hall, lounge 
Summary: Found set of keys. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Williams Hall 
Summary: Caller reported finding bias-relat-
ed graffiti on recycling bin. Custodians noti-
fied for clean up. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported graffiti on the west 
exterior wall near Muller Faculty Center. Cus-
todians notified for clean up. Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock. 
• Larceny 
Location: James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Caller reported an "artist bench" 
was taken from the storage room of a recital 
hall sometime between Oct. 19 and Oct. 25. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center, north entrance 
Summary: Caller reported unknown individ-
uals wrote graffiti in yellow chalk outside the 
north entrance to the building. Custodians no-
tified for cleanup. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center, north entrance 
Summary: Custodian reported unknown 
persons wrote graffiti in chalk on the steps 
at the north entrance of the building. Custo-
dians notified for cleanup. Patrol Officer Erik 
Merlin. 
Oct. 26 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center, north side 
Summary: Caller reported graffiti messages 
written in chalk on the bench located on the 
south side of Williams Hall and the north wall 
of the Campus Center. Custodians notified for 
cleanup. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Property 
Location: General Services, print shop 
Summary: Bicycle found at print shop. IPD 
notified Oct: 27 and will pick up the bicycle. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Garden Apartment Road 
Summary: Officer found message chalked on 
monument at back entrance. Patrol Officer 
Dirk Hightchew. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Campus Safety 
Summary: Computer reported stolen from 
Emerson Hall Oct. 24. Student judicially re-
ferred for theft. Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Academic Quad 
Summary: Caller reported graffiti on sidewalk 
outside building. Custodians notified for 
cleanup. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Key 
ABC - Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA- resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T -vehicle and traffic violation 
HAVE AN INTERESTING NEWS STORY? 
WRITE FOR THE ITHACAN NEWS STAFF. 
··Contact news editors Jen Hodess, Aaron 
Mason and Ellen Stapleton at 27 4-3207. 
Another valuable lesson 14 ·;; 74 
learned from Hollywood: : 
Everyone 
speaks Cnglis_h. 
£specially Russians. 
Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today. 
Log on for original episodic shows. interactive entertainment, and tho best of college radio created by college 
students with help from people like John Leguizamo (actor, Summer of Sam), Doug Liman·(director, Swingers 
and Go). and Amy Hockerting (director, Clueless). Bocnuse while it's fun making cynical comments about 
entertainment cliches, it's more fun to see what students are actually doing about it. 
nibblebox.com 
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes. 
____________________________________ _J 
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IT'S YOUR WORLD_ EXPLORE IT 
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Online Registration Access Schedule 
TWO MORE CHANCES LEFT! 
OPEN INFORMATION SESSIONS 
FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFJF. 
DEGREE NAVIGATOR ONLINE 
REGISTRATION SPRING 2001. 
Thursaday Nov. 9 12:05tol:10p.m. Textorl02 
Friday. Nov. 10 4 to 5 p.m. Textor 102 
Pkas1..· 1111k the C(llk!..!1..' I\'.s1..·n,.:s th.: riuht tn adjust th.: acc1..·s...; timL's as 
l11..'1..'<.kd. \\'1..• \\ ill j)llSl ;ti])' L'h~Illg~S !(l this SL'h.:dUIL" llll llllr 
hP11ll:pagc: "" \\.itlwrn . .:du registrar 
Thur. Nov. 9 7 a.m. Seniors: Total earned credits to date* at least 90 
Tues. Nov. 14 7 a.m. Freshman: Total earned credits to date* less than 30 
Mon. Nov. 27 7 a.m. Juniors: Total earned credits to date* at least 60 
Wed. Nov. 29 7 a.m. Sophomores: Total earned credits to date* at least 30 
*Credits earned to date WILL NOT include credits in which students 
are currently enrolled. Only credit from courses for which they have 
received a final grade (would include Block I), advance placement and 
transfer credit will be used to calculate class standing. 
IMPORTANT: Students with outstanding account balances over 
$500 will be denied access to register on-line. Please contact the 
Office of Bursar immediately to resolve any student account issues. 
Feeling 
Sick? 
The Health 
Center can help. 
Flu Vaccinations 
Allergy Injections 
Med-I-Car Service 
Primary Care 
X-Rays 
JI\ 
STD and HIV Testing 
Medication Room 
Clinic and Infirmary Care 
Referral Services 
Laboratory Testing 
Birth Control and Gyn Exams 
I-Ian1111ond 1-Ieath Center 
2-.\--hour Cll1Cl"l2.Cl1CV hca\th care 
Appointm;nts t;r walk-in 
274-3177 
8 a.m. to 4 p.111. Monday to Friday 
~ Stooent 1\i'tivitifs Boan! FILMS PresentSooo 
THE ITHACAN 7 
HARRISON FORD MICHELLE PFEIFFER 
1-k v.a., the perfect hu,h,uid 
until 111, m1,takc followed them home 
Friday, Nov. 10 & Saturday, Nov. 11 
(7 p.m., 9 p.m. & midnight) 
Sunday, Nov. 12 at 3 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 13 at g p.m. 
Admission: $3 
All shows in Textor Hall 
'* 1 dollar off with RHA card. 
W. S. Gilbert & Sir Arthur Sullivan's 
muts fad and ficlduus and the 
Beatnik culture/ 
Beatnik (bet' n1k)- one who think,, and 
expresses freely by reJect1ng 
convent10ns and mainstream standards 
and therefore thrives on creat1v1ty and 
appreciates art and beauty 
November 3, 4, 5 and 10, 11, 12 
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00pm 
Sunday matinees at 2.00pm 
Kulp Auditorium 
at the Ithaca High School 
Tickets $9, $7 Srs, & StJJdents, $6 matinees 
available at The Ticket Center at 
Clinton House, Hickey's, 
and \Mllard Straight Bo,c Off1c:,, 
or at the door 
A CORNELL SAVOYARD PRODUCTION 
TT frd'i1-,,EJ1liil1Uirlll 
~~--------.London 
206B DrY.den Rd. 
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Cortaca conduct counts 
It's that time of year again - time for the Cortaca 
Jug. Every year, the biggest little game in college 
football draws record crowds of enthusiastic fans, 
ready to watch the Bombers and the Red Dragons 
battle it out for the prized jug. 
Unfortunately, the game has also become 
associated with high-risk drinking, verbal assault of 
the other team's fans and fighting. 
Last year at Butterfield Stadium, after a tight 
Cortland win, hundreds of drunken fans rushed the 
field. Screaming at each other, many Ithaca and 
Cortland students got into serious brawls that had 
to be broken up by police. 
Enthusiasm and team spirit are understandable. 
Outrageous behavior that requires police 
intervention is not. 
Whatever its rating as a campus tradition, the 
Cortaca Jug is just a football game, albeit an 
important and exciting one. lnste1:td of violently 
lashing out, fans need to act like good sports, just 
as players are required to do. The fans should 
celebrate with their own team and not against the 
other team. 
This Saturday at Cortland's Davis Field could be 
a time of redemption - not only for the Bombers to 
prove their abilities on the field, but also for the fans 
to rise above last year's embarrassing behavior. 
This year, let's all work together to keep the focus 
off the sidelines and on the game where it belongs. 
Don't meddle, Mascot 
Mascot.com owes Ithaca College money. 
Although the company has no outstanding 
accounts due to our institution, it has co-opted 
some of our most valued commodities - the 
college's good name and reputation and the time 
and attention of its students. 
On the surface, the Web site seems to be, as 
Brian McAree, acting vice president of student 
affairs and campus life, said, "an exciting place on 
the Web for the Ithaca College community." 
The problem is, the site comes with a price. E-
businesses like Mascot trade their free services for 
use of the names and reputations of established 
institutions. Mascot can now entice other customers 
by telling them that Ithaca College has already 
signed on. Our college name has become an 
advertising tool. 
This is inane. The college's name is valuable 
and its reputation is even more precious. The 
administration should not have so easily given up 
that name to be used in a non-educational, 
commercial enterprise. 
Strangely, the college has also given up its 
students as consumers to Mascot. Free T-shirts 
and frisbees are nice, but once users are drawn into 
the Web site, they must wade through links toe-
commerce sites. Mascot has received money from 
the corporations behind those links for drawing 
students' attention to them. Shouldn't the students 
see some of that revenue? After all, it is their 
valuable education time being spent looking at the 
ads. Moreover, the site is an unneeded persuasive 
influence attempting to tum students into brand-
loyal consumers. 
If the college truly felt students required the 
services of Mascot, it should have added those 
resources to www.ithaca.edu, not allowed itself to 
be a corporate sucker for the burgeoning 
information economy. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
~tte_rs to the editor '!red~ by 5 p.m. the Monday before 
publ1cat1on, and should include name, phone number. major and 
year of graduation. Letters must be fewer than 250 w~rds and 
typewritten. The Ithacan reserves tlie right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. The opinion editor will contact tzll indi-
viduals who submit letters. 
Opinions apressed on these pages do not necessarily reflect 
those of faculty, staff and administration. "Our View" reflects 
the editorial opinion of The Ithacan. 
A single copy of The Ithacan is available from an authorized 
distri_buJion JJ:Oml to an_)'. indivi~. within Tompkins County. 
Multiple copies and ma,l subscr,ptwns are available from The 
Ithacan oj]ii:e. Please call (607) 274-3208/or rates. 
. _All ltliiu:a College studerus, regardless of major, are invited to 
Jom The Ithacan sta.ff Interested students should cofllact an edi-
tor or manager listea to the left or visit The Ithacan office in Park 
Hall Room 269. 
Mailing address: 269 Park Hall, Ithaca College lthacl' N Y. /4850-7258 ' .., . ., 
Telephone: (607) 274-3208 Fax: (607) 274-/565 
E-mail: ithacan@ithaca.edu 
World Wule Web: www.ithaca.edu/ilhacan 
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Good morning class. 
Today's lecture is 
brought to you by ... 
Letters 
YDS is its own group 
In light of the recent events surrounding 
the Young Democratic Socialists' campaign 
against Sodexho, I felt the need to explain 
the relationship between YDS and The Nine. 
Although an eyesore to some, the chalking 
that has taken place on campus is a way to 
reach a large base of students. At Ithaca, and 
I'm sure at other colleges, too, people walk 
with their heads down. Therefore, the 
chalking that The Nine did was a good way 
to reach a large base of students. 
But let me be very clear: YDS and The 
Nine are two completely different 
organizations. The Nine is completely 
autonomous from YDS. When The Nine 
does something on campus, YDS has no 
knowledge of what that action will be or 
when it will take place. Though YDS may 
agree with some of The Nine's tactics, we do 
not participate in any vandalizing. 
I acknowledge that The Ithacan wrote an 
article regarding the same topic [Oct. 26). 
The writer made the difference between 
YDS and The Nine very clear. Yet the gossip 
about our relationship persists. 
Let 
your 
I 
If you agree with YDS' campaign against 
Sodexho, great, we are glad that you do. If 
you disagree, that's okay too. But do not 
make assumptions about the relationship 
between two very different organizations: 
Get involved, take a stand, but don't 
assume. 
MARK FRANKS '01 
Treasurer, YDS 
RHA has new officers 
We would like to inform you that we now 
have a complete executive board for the first 
time since last spring, including a new 
president, Tabitha Bourgeois. If there is 
anything our residential campus community 
has questions or concerns about, please feel 
free to contact us at 274-1170, or attend our 
weekly assembly meeting at the Campus 
Center in the North Meeting Room on 
Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. We thank you for 
your patience in this process. 
THE RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ICe 
be heard! 
The Ithacan reaches over 5,500 
students a week. 
If you've got something to say to the 
campus, here's your chance. 
Drop your letters off in Park Hall 269 or e-mail them 
to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
Letters are due by 5 p.m. on the Monday preceding 
publication and must be 250 words or less. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2000 
p,s~~t'qet Trading in education 
f\.n<s e for commercialization 
Several weeks ago, Mascot 
Network invaded our campus. Its 
employees set up demonstration 
computers in the Campus Center 
lobby, gave out Frisbees in the 
Academic Quad and hung T-
shirts from the ceiling in the 
hallway outside the ACCS office. 
This invasion represents what 
appears to be a new push by 
Inc., a company that sells 
research papers online to 
students. While AcaDemon states 
its services are for research 
purposes, the ease with which 
students can use such papers for 
copying or other unethical 
purposes is apparent. 
Furthermore, even if a student 
uses a paper published on a site 
hke AcaDemon.com for 
research, what does this 
say about the integrity 
of the student's work? 
From my understandmg 
of writing research 
papers, one of the 
challenges is finding 
wurces through books 
and periodicals at the 
library, then through 
corporations to make 
money off college 
students and illustrates 
an increase in the 
commercialization of 
higher education. Why 
should this concern 
students? Because it 
seems the focus of 
higher education is 
moving farther from 
learning and closer to a 
focus on earning profits. 
HANS proper citation, 
VANDERSCHAAF synthesizing these 
By logging on to 
Ithaca's Mascot pages to 
Guest Writer sources to make a 
find campus information, students 
are indirectly exposed to 
marketing through "commercial 
links" that provide income for 
Mascot. Thus, the Mascot 
Network is earning income off 
Ithaca College students who want 
to find information about events, 
clubs and organizations at Ithaca 
College. Granted, students can 
learn about such information 
through in-house Ithaca College 
services (i.e. the Information 
Desk), but it should be troubling 
that a company is indirectly 
earning money off genuine 
student interest in becoming 
involved. 
Another example of the 
infiltration of corporations into 
academic life is AcaDemon.com 
strong and coherent 
argument. Online "services," 
such as AcaDemon.com, allow 
students to complete research 
papers without undertaking the 
research process -a shortcut that 
should concern students and 
faculty interested in preserving 
the academic quality of higher 
education. 
Mascot and AcaDemon.com 
ultimately water down the 
traditional understanding of 
higher education by transforming 
it into a place where two 
important aspects of an education 
- social learning (through clubs 
an~ organizations) and academic 
learning (through classes)-are 
subject to an underlying desire 
for profits. For these reasons, 
when we see the influence of 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
COMPANIES LIKE MASCOT and AcaDemon.com could potentially 
threaten education by commercializing college campuses. 
companies such as Mascot or 
Academon.com on our campus, 
we should question the role of 
higher education in our society 
and the degree to which the 
educational goals of academic 
institutions are being 
compromised by a drive for 
profits. 
Hans VanDerScluiaf is a senior 
planned studies major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Vanessa Leong at 274-3208. 
DONNA 
GOULD 
Guest 
Writer 
f'Oi&\~et 
cot-'01ht 
Napster and BMG both 
attempt to harmonize 
ABBY 
BERTUMEN 
Staff 
Writer 
Imagine you've written a song that's sure to top the charts and Twenty-five million Napster users can't be wrong. Internet file 
you play it for a friend. Then, that friend steals a tape of your song sharing is the best thing that has happened to music. Thanks to 
and, thinking that he's doing you a favor, gives it to all your friends Napster, disco has become my newest guilty pleasure and I can hear 
and puts the song on the Internet. Now anyone in the world can hear the 70s song "The Love of Money" by the O' Jays on my computer. 
your music - for free. The song warns against "that mean, green almighty dollar" - sound 
This unfair behavior is exactly what Napster practices: stealing advice for the controversial program on the advent of its merger with 
property and using it to benefit itself and its 25 million users. Who Bertelsman/BMG. 
gives anyone the right to steal another person's property? The To say Napster is illegal is an uninformed statement. Because the 
importance of protecting original work is even included in the program is designed to bypass a server, the files transfer from user to 
Constitution - Congress has the power to issue copyrights for a user instead. Therefore, as Time reported m October, "no 
limited period of time. That protection has since been expanded to copyrighted material is ever in Napster's possession·· - its service 
prohibit the unauthorized duplication, performance, display or is completely legal. 
distribution of a creative work. Artists rely on Though some might argue Napster's culpab1hty hes in its 
laws like these co protect their intellectual knowledge of copynghted matenal being shared, 
property and their income. 0 ,,, .. ,,- .. .., ___ , ~ ._, ,.<J.~ ~- r-~ its ongins came out of users' wish to 
Napster strips songwriters of artistic and ~1;;' : f=_--:, !/ ,-i )(_ -0..r:-·· ;;;/:... ii ·d acquire songs of unsigned bands because 
economic incentives and has built an L Llr.:::.....u~-I ... -=:) l :;(_ r.:fl_J . they didn't get much airplay. However, , 
organization on the backs of other people's · industry types fret because contracted artists 
hard work. Because artists are not getting the , works are also bei_ng shared. The fear that Britney or Eminem may 
. ~gnitiOI} they deserve.- ~hey are being , .- · . , . · ~. · be ~prived of~ extra million is u~f~un~ed-:- Time reported that. 
,..,, -~~~~!~m ~eating ~usic....;.. and~ ~n,. ~~~ -~n~~,-~~~ ~~- ,.., CD::;~ hay~ increased. by $500 mdlmn m this year alo~e. The 9mck 
_ ·: /'ii" · ·, ~~r ~awi,e.·~~0 ·_ • 1 . . .: , , ~-)- -:,: ,:,.:-._. ; . -:: ·! :·, ·:.-:• ·, ., -, · - ~~s tQ mW}~_th.foup_Napster has actually sparked an mterest m !1~~¢...i.,, ~ --··· if!Ja · '.=··t~''r~dr?le· o~Mw,:" · ..... ,_.,...,·:...: ·.'···b ·ii(~~--·· ~Stsandmusic.Therecordindustryisnot r._.,-J., . . .. J>8* . . . ~ ... -&'.t:i··, -~·.,,·. ... ~ "'· - . ,. ... ,UY. s . --· ,,,. .... - r n . . 
. ..:;~~ · · -~-~-- RM<l t1'11.'j.- · .- · · .,;;- _-;; ,~dfe'ct · o"o inte c:ctua:I property-it wants the 
:/A1f. '~~~-~lfil-f'din·., · =-·:- .. · "--.~~:"c~·:·-:·-:m_o~-- 7··'., ... ,... '<-~Napster, - · · .- · . 
t: -?t·· . c1lr1iit ~~suit 'against ~aps!. ·wrilrdiis tnc4'er;· , .,.~· . .;, ~f\ ' '··The m,ergcrofN~ with BMG will require users to 'pay a 
. ' ·. 'charge smaU monthly membership fee. Since the·amst w.1 receive , monthly fee for sharing. However, Napster is still an important 
som~ form of royalties, this merger is a step in the_ right direction. advance ~n the use ?f technology. !t is also a slap in the fa_ce to th_e 
Yet. a· monthly fee is not enough. America was built partly on the monopohst record industry that will be forced to expand its services 
idea that people have the right to protect their private ideas. Napster to more diverse artists to satisfy th~ 25 million listeners who have 
has disregarded this fundamental belief. been changed by Napster's revolutionary program. 
Donna Gould is a sophomore journalism major. Abby Bertumen is a senior journalism major. 
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KEVIN 
FLINN 
ltlwi an 
( '0/11/11/l/\( 
Have you seen 
my bubble sheet? 
I like computer.'>. 
I won't lie and say I understam.l 
how they work, but I'm a big fan 
ol e-mail. the Internet and Jn.<,tant 
Me.<,senger. Anyth111g that doe.<,n't 
111volvc talk mg on the telephone 
geb an ··A+" m my hook 
I lowever. I do have a problem 
with the c<illcgc's onlme 
reg1strat1on. It's not the po.<,t-
moderm.<,t1c man V.'>. the machmc 
plug-me-1n-Tnnity-l'm-g01ng-1n-
to-.<,ave-Morpheus struggk, 
though. I feel that 1f a computer 
can do a JOb faster and with fewer 
mistakes than a human, then we 
should let the computer do the job. 
This doesn't seem to be the case m 
the current registration dilemma, 
however. 
Already the college ha5 proven 
that no one without a disk drive 
for a mouth and a I 3" monitor for 
eyes knows what's gomg on. First 
came the letter stating that 
students did not have to meet with 
their advisors, followed by the 
mass e-mail that rescinded that 
statement and made the whole 
shebang foggier than a South Hill 
Sunday morning. Could the 
computers in the Office of the 
Registrar be forming an alliance, 
scheming against the student body 
and planning a coup that would 
whip the whole school into a 
frenzy of confusion? If they are, 
then kudos to the over-valued 
appliances on a job well done. 
The evil machines' first step in 
Matrix-izing the college was 
Degree Navigator. This program is 
designed to help students find out 
exactly what courses they need to 
fulfill their degree requITements. 
However, since apparently one 
needs a degree in cartography to 
figure the damn thmg out, it seems 
hke a bigger waste than the US. 
space program. 
Also going the way of the 
abacus is the procedure of meetmg 
with one's advisor. While 
socializing with other humans 
may seem an altogether banal 
task, havmg someone look at my 
schedule and say, "Yep, looks 
good!" gives me a lot more 
confidence than a pop-up window 
that says, ··scheduling complete " 
How can I be sure that the HAL 
9000 isn't behmd that window 
with that beady red eye ready to 
punch up another text box that 
say~. "Turn your desk into an altar 
Place candle~ and mcen~e around 
your computer and kneel m 
homage before Its awesome 
power three tune~ daily'") b 
anyone ehe afraid of th1s·1 1 
gues~ I JU!>t m1.<,s fill mg m the 
circle.<, on the bubble sheet with 
my No. 2 pencil. I hke havmg a 
tangible piece of stamped 
evidence that I have indeed 
registered for my classes. It's the 
same nice feeling that I get when 
my dog (not my robot dog) tirings 
me m:y evening paper and slippels 
when I ~f home from schoof. -
Sometimes computers just 
aren't cut out to do everythmg. 
Leave registration to the humans 
and let the machines plot someone 
else's demise. 
Kevin Flinn Is a senior cinema 
and photography major. 
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Ithaca College 
390 Egbert Hall 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850-7112 
(607) 274-3374 
(607) 274-1728 (Fax) 
Office of the Vice President 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Students of SUNY Cortland and Ithaca College: 
Officials from both colleges recently met to discuss the Nov. 11 varsity football game 
being hosted this year at noon _at SUNY Cortland. This y~ar's game is the ~9th meeting 
of our varsity football teams vying, of course, for possession of the Cortaca Jug. We are 
all very proud of the accomplishments of both teams and believe that the game this 
year will be a great one. 
As a fan, you can expect to see an outstanding contest on the field. Both teams and 
the coaching staffs have worked hard since late August to have successful seasons. 
The Ithaca vs. Cortland game will provide the players and coaches with a great chal-
lenge and the fans with a fun-filled, exciting afternoon. Visiting fans should note that 
parking for this game will be at SUNY Cortland's Route 281 parking lot- signs will be 
posted. 
For Ithaca fans traveling to Cortland, you will note that the New York State Police will be 
patrolling the highways and will be working at the game. In recent years, police officials 
in Tompkins and Cortland counties have set up check points before and after the game 
to apprehend those who are drinking and driving. If you are over 21 years old and 
choose to drink alcoholic beverages, do so in moderation and please do not drive! 
Further, no one will be allowed in the game venue with beverages of any kind. Security 
personnel will ask to inspect any bags, back packs, or other containers and will ask 
spectators to open coats for inspection. Items confiscated will not be returned. 
Numerous electronic video and audio recording devices will be in place throughout the 
stadium for this game, and potential law breakers are forewarned that these recordings 
will be made available to law enforcement authorities should the need arise . 
. 
As a football fan, your behavior at the game will reflect on your college. You should be 
supportive of your team, cheering good play and. encouraging th_e players to do their 
best. You should not be involved in behavior that will embarrass yourself or your col-
lege. Cheers that include vulgarity, demean players, coaches, officials or fans have.no 
place at this or any other game. Throwing objects on the field, at players, coaches, offi-
cials or fans will not be tolerated. Fighting or other serious acts will result in criminal 
arrest and, when appropriate, judicial action on campus. . 
This game has a long and wonderful history. It has become and will continue to be the 
biggest Division 111 football game in the country. The players and coaches have worked 
too hard to have the game tarnished by the actions of a few fans. Good sportsmanship 
on and off the field will make this an event that we will remember fondly for years to 
come. 
Sincerely, 
~~IJ.~cr 
Raymond D. Franco 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
SUNY Cortland 
Brian McAree 
Acting Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Campus Life 
Ithaca College 
Quote of the week 
fly_gOal has-rievedJeen to be rich-
C''.l(s(_i;!_~y to be rich. You could be a 
-~om~tar or a crack dealer, but it is 
hard to write music. _,,.._ · ,- ->. 
Foo Fighter's Lead Singer, Dave·Grolll':~J 
,,i:7 ,i.•"' 
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Magical recoVery defies deatb 
COURTESY OF WILLIAM HEH 
ABOVE: JUNIOR WILLIAM HEH poses with his assistant, Stephanie Thompson, after they performed their teleportation trick for a 
wedding reception in July in South Park, Pa. At the drop of a cloth, Heh, who is inside the box, switches places with Thompson. 
RIGHT: AT MULLER CHAPEL Saturday night, Heh displayed his magical talents for an audience of parents and students. JONAS KENNEDY/THE ITHACAN 
Former athlete 
taught himself 
tricks after fall 
BY ALEJANDRA 
FERREIRA-SACHERO 
Staff Writer 
William Heh, wearing a white shirt and black pants, stood before a crowd Saturday night at Muller 
Chapel. He held a red handkerchief in his right 
hand, and shook it while telling the crowd he 
held invisible paint in his left hand. Heh then 
transferred the red handkerchief into his left 
fist and pushed it in tightly with his right in-
dex finger. As he opened his fists, the red cloth 
was gone. Soon afterward, he washed off.the 
invisible paint and pulled the red handkerchief 
out of his left fist. 
"That's where the true magic is," said ju-
nior William Heh, who is a self-taught ma-
gician from Pittsburgh "If you can do it right 
in front of somebody's eyes and not have 
them know what you are doing." 
Heh started practicing magic when he was 
IO years old as a consequence of an accident 
that almost cost him his life. He was riding 
a four-whP;eler when he went over a I 00-foot 
cliff face first. The bike hit the back of his 
head, causing brain damage and putting him 
in a coma for two weeks. 
The doctors and his parents were ready to 
put him in a home after three months of re-
siding in a hospital in a comatose state. The 
day before this was to happen, Heh woke up 
not remembering what had happened. 
"There are three months of my life I re-
ally don't remember," Heh said. 
Afterwards, he went to rehabilitation for 
two months. There he re-learned how to talk, 
walk and eat. 
"I was like a baby," Heh said. "They had 
to teach me everything all over again." 
He played baseball and football before the 
accident, but afterwards was not allowed to 
play contact sports. When he was home some-
one had bought him a magic video. Then he 
started doing simple tricks with paper clips 
and dollar bills. 
"I had to have some kind of hobby that 
would take up my time, something that I en-
joyed, and that was magic," Heh said. 
Heh developed his skills by reading 
books, talking to other magicians and prac-
ticing a lot. He has done shows for audiences 
as small as children's birthday parties and as 
large as 7,000 people at Cancer Survivor Day. 
That show, where he performed for can-
cer survivors from the Pittsburgh area at a ma-
jor league baseball game in 1998, was Heh's 
most memorable experience. It was partic-
ularly touching because his mother is a can-
COURTESY OF WILLIAM HEH 
HEH'S AUDIENCES RANGE from large crowds llke this one at the South Park 
Volunteer Show to small birthday parties. He said he enjoys Interacting with the crowd. 
······-·······-············ ....... _ .................... - . 
COURTESY OF WILLIAM HEH 
HEH PERFORMS A TRICK before a crowd of parents and children at the Holy Angels 
Parish picnic In July in South Park, Pa., as part of the South Park Volunteer Show. 
cer survivor as well, he said. 
"The reason why it's so special to me is 
that I feel really honored going in and en-
tertaining these people," Heh said. 
At this show he performed his favorite trick, 
which involves teleportation. His assistants tie 
him up inside a bag and place the bag inside 
a box. One of the assistants then stands on top 
of the box and throws a nylon sheet in the air. 
By the time it touches the ground the assis-
tant and Heh have switched places. 
The bigger shows are more extravagant, in-
volving more people and including costume 
changes. However, he 
known Heh for a month, described him as an 
easy-going, talkative and concerned person. 
"He is a very good performer, and his gift 
is exceptional," Stefanova said. 
Junior Kate Casazza, who is Heh 's men-
tor as part of the Ithaca College Transfer 
Community, recalled when, at Buttennilk 
Falls, he showed her and a group of people 
a few tricks. 
"There were some kids and their parents 
walking around and he just said to them 'Hey, 
do you want to see some tricks?' You can tell 
he really loves it and wants to share it with 
other people," Casazza 
prefers smaller shows be- , , 
cause they are more intimate. I just love it when said. Semor Ernesto 
Heh can get the audience in- . 
valved, especially if the after I do a magic trick Cullan, president of Ithaca College Transfer 
Commumty, 1s planning show is geared toward chil-
dren. 
"I just love it when after 
I do a magic trick ... I see a 
smile in somebody's face or 
... I see a smile on 
somebody's face. 
Heh 's next performance 
9 9 at Reconstruction Home, a 
nursmg home for the cl-
they are talking to their 
friends and saying 'Wow, 
that was great!"' he said. 
-WILLIAM HEH derly 
Junior "What we're hoping to 
------------- do with this program 1~ 
Heh runs his own business in his home-
town, where has been performing paid 
shows since he was 12 years old. The aver-
age show runs about 30 minutes and costs 
between $ 100 and $ l 50 for the bigger shows, 
while for smaller shows like birthday parties 
he makes $40 to $60. 
Still, most of his work 1s volunteer, like the 
show he did for a group of friends in Terrace 
2. The performance took place in freshman 
Maria Stefanova 's room. Stefanova, who has 
get [ the residents] out of 
their rooms and socialize [and] show them 
that the outside world hasn't forgotten 
them," Cullari said. 
Although m the future Heh plans to con-
centrate on his career m, an actor, 1f magic 
could somehow be incorporated m his l~fe 
through performing professional shows, he 
would not hesitate to turn his attention to 11 
"I always hke to learn a new tnck.'" Heh 
said. "I want to keep domg II for year~ and 
years. I love it." 
L 
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Jazz Club to play local gig 
Julian Mackler 
TV-R '03 
Hometown: Takoma Park, 
Md. 
If you could change your 
name, what would you 
call yourself? Why? I 
would name myself John 
Shaft 'cause he's the man. 
When you feel like 
indulging, what do you 
do? Dance naked. 
BY EVAN HECKLER will become a massive jazz festival, 
Steff Wmer they have also booked community 
bands this semester, said Paul Mer-
"Food, drink, each other and rill, a graduate assistant and co-pres-
music." ident of the club. 
That's what a person attending The concert begins at 6 p.m., 
the Ithaca College Jazz Club where, along with a dark, hazy at-
fund-raiser at the Nines would en- mosphere. beer and oven-baked 
joy, said the club's co-president, se- pizza, the senses can be satiated by 
nwr Tim Ferguson. The first three a free ~et featuring the Nikola Tomi 
things depend on the person, but the Quartet from Ithaca High School, 
music is jazz - high-energy clas- and the Ben Smith Sextet of ltha-
sic and progressive jazz played by ca College. Then, for a $5 contri-
big band and smaller combos. bution, the main event starts at 8:30 
The Ithaca College Jazz Club p.m. with the Community School 
will hold its main fund-raiserofthe for Music and Art Ageless Jazz 
semester at the Nines in College- Band, directed by saxophonist 
town on Nov. 15. Nick Paulidine. The band is a com-
Over 60 musicians in three big munity jazz group which will play 
bands and two combos from Itha- the classic big band tunes of Duke 
ca College and the community will Ellington and Glenn Miller. 
be playing music ranging from old The Ithaca College Wednesday 
standards of the Big Band days to Jazz Workshop will take the stage 
selections of progressive jazz at 9:30 p.m. under the direction of 
spanning the 20th century. Merrill. They will play for an hour If you could imprison any-
one in the world who 
would it be? George 
Dubya Bush. 
If you could be any char-
acter in a movie who 
would you be? I would be 
either Ferris Bueller, James 
Bond or Don Corleone. 
"This is our time each year to with guest soloist, Professor 
go out into the community to get Frank Campos, music. Then, the 
a couple groups to play to raise Tuesdayffhursday Jazz Workshop 
some money and have a good will close the evening under the di-
time," Ferguson said. • rection of Brown. 
Ferguson, a trumpet player, said "The biggest thing we'd like to 
COURTESY OF TIM FERGUSON 
ITHACA COLLEGE'S JAZZ CLUB will host Its annual fund-raiser at 
the Nines on Nov. 15. Over 60 musicians wlll perform. 
the thing he remembers most from do is give the opportunity for our 
a similar event last year is looking students to play in settings jazz is 
from the stage into the crowd and really intended for - a club like the 
seeing so many smiling faces. Nines," Merrill said. "We 're kind of 
phonist Vincent Herring, trombon-
ist John Mosca and bands like the 
Danny Delmperio Big Band to the 
college 
"So, not only do we provide 
these performance opportunities, 
but we try to get the real guys. All 
these guys are from New York City 
where the real jazz is happening," 
Merrill said. "We get all these guys 
up here to help us out, to play with 
us, and perform with us and give 
us a taste for what it's really like." 
Merrill said the guest musicians 
play with students in clinics and a 
master class, then perform with 
them at a concert in Ford Hall. Next 
December, the club will bring in 
trumpet-player Scott Wendholt, 
who plays with the Village Van-
guard and Carnegie Hall Jazz Or-
chestras in New York City. 
If walls could talk, what 
would your walls say? 
"Do you think you could 
keep it down!?" 
What is your favorite 
board game? Scrabble. 
Last year, Ithaca College jazz going in there and invading it." 
bands played to a sold-out crowd Merrill said the club's goal is to 
at the Nines for a similar fund-rais- promote jazz in Ithaca. 
er, Music Professor Steve Brown, Some Tuesdays, a combo of jazz 
said. club members play at the Snack Bar 
"It was very successful," he said. during lunch. They have also pro-
"We had a lot of people come by." vided entertainment at various 
In keeping with the Jazz Club's campus events and brought pro-
hopes that one day their fund-raiser fessional musicians like alto saxo-
"We're just looking to provide 
the community with an outlet for 
jazz," Ferguson said. '.'It's kind of 
unknown up here." 
A cappella group aims to make students happy 
Jazz group uses voices 
to imitate instruments 
and add layers to songs 
BY CAROLINE RODRIGUEZ 
Staff Writer 
A descending bass line cuts the silence and 
startles the listener because the rich timbre 
comes from a human throat. 
These are the sounds of SoVoS6, a visit-
mg pzz a cappella sextet, that imitates in-
:;truments with its voices and performs a va-
riety of styles. On Nov. 12, in Ford Hall, this 
adventurous group will sing music ranging 
from rhythm and blues to jazz and spirituals. 
"'Thc:y are great musicians who arc: a vo-
cal band. You can hear a ba~s [voice] singing 
an electnc ba~s lme; they abo ~mg the per-
cu~~1on parn [ which I get~ a funky groove 
thing going," ,aid Laun "Cookie" Keegan, 
mu,1(al dll'cctor ot lthac,: College Vocal Jazz. 
The a cappella ,1azz-Atrn-Latm mterprc-
tcltH>rl.., of So\·o~<-l havt.: abo 111t1gratccl 
~<lrnc ~tudent~. 
"I'm definitely loDkmg forward to ~eemg 
JLI~t h< )\\,' tht.:y plan to perfonn thc~e conu a,tmg 
<,tyk,." ~a,d scmor Soma Rodnguez-
lkrme,10. ,l vocal performance rnaJor. 
II ~ound, like they put on an aucl1t.:ncc-cen-
tc1 cd ~how, which i~ a lot of tun, sa,d Ro-
Jngucz-Bcrrne,10. Keegan ag,ecd 
.. I'heir umlcr,tand111g ot tun 1s obv1ow, JU~t 
111 lhe rncan111g ot their name." Keegan s,11cl. 
"So\'oS<i mean~ horn ~oul to voice to song." 
Bobby McFarrm ~tarted the movement ot 
port, aymg the a cappella voice as an instru-
ment by recording and dubbing his voice, then 
layenng the mll~ical lines to create a vocal ~ym-
phony, Kc:egan said. The group he put together 
to perform this musical method live was called 
Vo1ccstra. which later evolved into SoVoS6. 
They are very original, Keegan said, espe-
cially with their proficiency in improvisation. 
SoVoS6's uniqueness moves against 
the grain of music conservatories, and al-
ters pre-conceived notions of a musical in-
stitute, Keegan said. Generally, when peo-
ple think of music school concerts, they 
I 
COURTESY OF OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
A JAZZ A CAP PELLA ENSEMBLE, SoVoS6 will perform in Ford Hall of the James J. Whalen Center for Music at 8:15 p.m. on Nov. 
12. The group will present a wide range of songs, pulling their repertoire from rhythm and blues to spirituals. 
thmk of compos1t1ons by dead-white 
guy!,. Keegan said SoVoSl'i ~trays from that 
preconceived notion. 
The clivcr~ity of the sextet 1s embraced by 
the Ithaca College Concert Sene~. 
"SoYoS6 lends variety to the series," Con-
cert Manager Debra Vialct said. 
The series keeps the students in mind when 
programming a wide spectrum of live per-
formances, Vialet said. Jazz has been on the 
program for several seasons, but SoVoS6 is 
the first vocal jazz ensemble, Vialet said. ltha-
ca 'sown vocal jazz group, directed by Kee-
gan, is excited about the concert, even 
though it is introductory for many students. 
Sophomore Matthew Hill, a member of 
the jazz ensemble and a vocal music educa-
tion major, said he hopes SoVoS6 will work 
with the ensemble on stylistic aspects such 
as improvisation, group cohesiveness and 
how to get a "better groove." 
"The exciting thing about SoVoS6 com-
ing is the fact that it is a very rare opportu-
nity to have a workshop devoted to vocal jazz 
literature," Hill said. 
SoVoS6 is an up and coming group. They 
are touring, and working on its own and with 
dance companies, Keegan said. Advertising 
and publicity is not its focus, so it is basical-
ly unknown outside vocal jazz musicians, she 
said. Reaching and inspiring their audiences 
is the group's main concern. However, with 
the high level of their vocal technique, it will 
not be a secret for long, Keegan said. 
Performance groups chosen by the 
committee must also educate . within 
workshops and master classes, Vialet said. 
SoVoS6 will be working wi~h Ithaca's Vo-
cal Jazz ensemble on Monday evening. 
Keegan said she is looking forward to the 
opportunity to work with the group. They 
are not sure what they will be doing, which 
is part of the art form. 
"I am hoping they will do improvisation 
exercises [that will] free up our ability to ex-
press ourselves individually in the context of 
a supportive group," Keegan said. 
The concert will begin at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford 
Hall in the James J. Whalen Center for Mu-
sic on Sunday. A free pre-concert lecture by 
Keegan will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Iger 
Lecture Hall. Keegan said she wants to discuss 
vocal musicianship, concepts of new jazz and 
different interpretations of the definition of jazz. 
Tickets for this event are available at the 
Clinton House ticket center and Rebop 
Records, Tapes and CDs in ·collegetown. 
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Foo Fighter reveals song writing 'secrets' 
BY JEFF MILLER 
Senior Writer 
If there were a pyramid of credibility 111 
the modem rock world, Foo Fighter Dave 
Groh/ would be at tlze top looking down. Be-
side his currellf stillf as the frollfman for 
rock's pre-eminent power-popsters, Groh[ 
played drums on all of Nin1ana '.1· albums ex-
cept "Bleach," appeared 011 "The X-
Files" and rocked with Tom Petty on "Sat-
urday Night Live." In anticipation of the 
band's upcoming Syracuse show at the 
Landmark Theater tomorrow, Groh/ spoke 
with Senior. Writer Jeff Miller about tour-
ing, writing and why he likes the Barenaked 
Ladies. 
How's your current tour going? 
Well, we've always been a hard-working, 
and hard-touring kind of band - this is the 
first time we've been on the road for a year 
without doing our own tour. We played a 
bunch of radio shows [at the beginning of the 
year], then we got offered the [opening slot 
on the] Chili Peppers tour, then we went to 
Canada. We're beat, but we felt obligated to 
the people who love the band to play an hour 
and forty-five minute's worth at shows. When 
you're playing a radio show, and there's a ton 
of bands, or opening up for the Chili Pep-
pers, you get 45 [to] 50 minutes and then 
you're done. There's no real time limits on 
this tour - with this tour we're opening up 
stuff, and playing stuff we haven't played for 
five years. Taylor [Hawkins, the Foo Fight-
er's drummer] and I have drum-duo solos; 
[sometimes] "Monkeywrench" becomes 
eight minutes long. 
It's been a year since the release of your 
CD, "There is Nothing Left To Lose." Are 
you testing out any new material on the 
road? 
Not really. We've done little demo 
things when we have time off. I demo stuff 
ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA-SUBS & WINGS 
=====TOGO 
when I go home, and Taylor has a studio in 
his house. The preface for the next record will 
be all four of us hanging out, maybe drink 
a few beers, and listen to each other's demos 
and doing stuff together. Everybody's very 
musical: Taylor plays the drums and sings re-
ally well, Nate [Mendel, bass] sings really 
well, Chris [Shiflett, guitar] has this punk 
background and attitude thing. I'm looking 
forward to all of us working together. I'm 
more excited for thi~ next record than any-
thing I've ever done. 
What kind of goals can you set for your-
self since you have already achieved so 
much? 
My goals have always been more personal 
than professional. Even in Nirvana, my goal 
was to be the best drummer for the band. We 
didn't have aspirations because things hap-
pened so fast. Now, for me, my goal has to 
be singing and playing as well as I can. I nev-
er thought that this band would be bigger than 
it has been. I was surprised when the first al-
bum sold as many [copies] as it did. Once I 
got around that, I just wanted to make real-
ly good music. My goal has never been to 
be rich - it's easy to be rich. You could be 
a porn star or a crack dealer, but it is hard to 
write good music. I feel really lucky. 
When you write a song, how do you know 
its good? 
You can just feel it. When something just 
pierces your heart - you know it's good. 
Can you lead me through an example? 
OK, "Aroura" [from "There is Nothing 
Left to Lose"] is my favorite song on the new 
record. It's all of our favorice song. It just kind 
of started out with me in the rehearsal stu-
dio f-ing around with a delay petal. I set 
a goal, 'Tm gonna use a lot of guitar effects 
on this record" and a delay seemed like a sim-
ple place to start. I played it, Taylor kicked 
in a drum track, Nate laid down the bass. With 
SUPER 
SAVER 
ITHACA, N.Y. SOUTH HILL NORTHEAST 23 Cinema Dnvc/257-2757 825 Danby Rd. / 273-6006 
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• East Hill • College town 
• Cornell • IC 
• Cayuga Heights • South Lansing 
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Surrounding Are 
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One medium 
pizza, 2 sodas 
One large pizza, 
2 sodas 
One ex-large pizza, I 
2 sodas I 
I 
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r--------------------~--------------------+---------------------, 
One medium Any sub, Two cal~ones, , 
pizza, 2 sodas any time any time ~ 
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Expires 01/01/0! 
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toppings and 2 sodas 
$922 
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--------------------------------------------------------------
The Ithaca Times 
Readers, Poll voted Regan's 
best wings in Ithaca. 
Ithaca College Marketing 
Association voted Rogan's 
best medium wings 
on campus. 
~-----------------------------------------~--------------------~ 
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COURTESY OF RCA RECORDS 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) FOO FIGHTERS TAYLOR HAWKINS, Dave Grohl, Chris Shiflett and 
Nate Mendell will be performing at the Landmark Theater in Syracuse tomorrow night. 
a song like "Aroura" I didn't have an idea 
where it was going. It was an instrumental 
and when that happens you put vocals on 1t 
[and screw it up]. I wasn't sure I had done 
the right thing. But, [after we finally finished 
it, with vocals], it was still all of our favorite 
track. 
What would be the soundbite for the Foo 
Fighters "Behind the Music" commercial? 
We've actually been asked to do one of 
those, but we always thought ["Behind the Mu-
sic"] was the kiss of death. A lot of people m 
the industry think that it's a peak - like, [the 
train of thought would be that] the Red Hot 
Chili Pepper's new album didn't do well be-
cause it had good songs, it did well because 
they had a good "Behind The Music." We're 
missing a lot of key elements. There's no drug 
addictions, there's no Jail time - well, I was 
arrested in Australia for dnving a scooter drunk, 
but that doesn't really count. There've been a 
couple divorces, but those are bonng anyways. 
No car accidents - none of that stuff. Our "Be-
hind the Music" special would be the lamest 
thing we've ever done in our lives. We [toyed 
with the idea] of getting Hollywood people to 
play us in a "Behind the Music" and just make 
it as dull as possible. It just wouldn't be m-
teresting ... I get sucked into those things. Af~ 
ter watching [ their episode] I kind of thmk that 
the Barenaked Ladies arc cool! I guess 1t 
worked! 
For more of Mzllcr '.1· inten•iew with Groh/, 
visit www. itlzaca.edulitlzacan. 
18 
and 
over! 
You will never drink alone .. 
Karaoke and DJ at 
O'Leary's on 
Thnrsty Thursdayso 
Sung & Dance, 
9 porno tH~ c~ose! 
632 W. Seneca St., Ithaca, N.Y.- · 
273-9652 
Parking Available. 
WWW.OLEARYSIRISHPUB.COM. 
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Movie 
· l ·1 mes 
The following is valid Friday 
through Thursday: Times 
are subject to change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
272-6115 
Dancer in the Dark-2:10 
p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:10 p.m. 
and 9:40 p.m. 
Billy Elliot - 2: 15 p.m., 
4 35 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 
9.35 p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
The Broken Hearts Club -
2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
Girlfight- 2:30 p.m., 4:35 
p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:35 
pm. 
Nurse Betty- 4:35 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Two Family House - 2:30 
p m and 7:30 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinemas 
Pyramid Mall 
275-2700 
Charlie's Angels - 1:10 
p.m., 1 :30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
3:50 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 7:15 
p.m., 9:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m., 
11 :15 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. 
Legend of Bagger Vance 
- 1 p.m., 1 :20 p.m., 3:45 
p.m., 4:05 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
6:50 p.m., 9:15 p.m., 9:35 
p.m. and 11 :40 p.m. 
Little Nicky - 12:40 p.m., 1 
p.m., 2:45 p.m., 3:10 p.m., 
4:50 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7 
p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 
10 p.m., 11 :30 p.m. and 
midnight. 
Men of Honor - 12:45 
p.m., 3:40 p.m., 6:35 p.m., 
9:20 p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. 
Meet the Parents - 1 :05 
p.m., 4 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 
9:50 p.m. and midnight. 
Pay It Forward - 12:50 
p.m., 3:35 p.rn., 6:35 p.m., 
9:20 p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. 
Remember the Titans -
12:55 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 6:40 
p.rn., 9:25 p.m. and 11 :40 
p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 4 Cinemas 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Bedazzled - 1 :45 p.m., 4 
p.m., 6:45 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
Blair Witch 2 - 8 p.m. and 
10p.m. 
Little Vampire - 1 p.m., 
3:15 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Lucky Numbers - 1 :30 
p.m., 3:45 p.m., 6:30 p.m. 
and 9 p.rn. 
Red Planet- 1 :15 p.m., 
3:30 p.m., 6:15 p.m. and 
9:15 p.m. 
Student Activities Board 
102 Textor Hall 
What Lies Beneath -
Friday and Saturday at 7 
p.m., 9 p.m. and midnight. 
Sunday at 3 p.m. and 
Monday 8 p.m. 
COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS 
THE MYSTERIOUS CADDIE named Bagger Vance (Will Smith) hands a club to Rannulph Junuh (Matt Damon) before the shot that will decide 
more than the match in "The Legend of Bagger Vance." The film was directed by actor-turned-director, Robert Redford. 
Legend is hollow and distant 
BY JOSH JACOBS 
Staff Writer 
In theory, a legend is a tale of 
epic proportions designed to thrill 
and capti-
vate those 
willing to 
engulf 
them -
f ... -· - .. '<1/2 . ..! 
1 
"The Legend of , 
[ _ Ba~~er Vance_'' _; 
selves in it. "The Legend of Bag-
ger Vance" may seem grandiose at 
first since it has director Robert 
Redford's name attached, but do not 
let that fool you - it is all a hoax! 
The film starts with a very long 
set of flashbacks designed to re.-
veal the past history of the main 
character and golf pro_digy Ran-
nulph Junuh (Matt Damon). He 
ships off to World War I, leaving 
his girlfriend Adele (Charlize 
Theron) and the golf course be-
hind. After being the sole survivor 
in his platoon, Junuh comes 
home to Savannah, Ga., only to be 
sucked into the burgeoning 
world of golf once more. 
Urged by a young fan and 
Adele, Junuh decides to aid his 
hometown by participating in its 
tournament against two fierce 
competitors in Bobby Jones and 
Walter Hagen - if only he could 
find his stroke! Along comes Bag-
ger Vance (Will Smith), who 
serves not only as a caddie for 
Junuh, but as his sarcastic 
guardian angel sent to improve his 
handicap. 
Like most of Redford's films, 
''The Legend of Bagger Vance" 
thrives on personifying the obses-
sions of the main character and struc-
twing a story around it (as in the bril-
liant "A River Runs Through It" 
where Redford takes fly-fishing to 
an entirely philosophical level, 
making it a metaphor for the char-
acters' lives). 
With "Bagger Vance" though, 
the twenty minutes of back story 
tries to make up for the lack of plot 
and hollow characters. All we 
have is a cliched tale of a man try-
ing to win back the love of his 
woman and regain his passion for 
his sport. Redford falls short in his 
portrayal of the Great Depression 
Era, only hinting at the atrocities 
people had to face during it. Instead, 
he shows a booming and glamorous 
culture stymied only by the horror 
of losing a golf tournament. 
Once Bagger Vance arrives, the 
main action takes place during the 
less than thrilling golf tournament, 
and this gets tiresome very 
quickly. How many times must we 
be subjected to seeing Junuh bat-
tle his inner demons and hit his 
ball out of the bunker? About ten 
times too many for this critic's 
taste. 
"Bagger Vance" never does 
seem to find its pacing, and the ob-
scure editing style wastes conceiv-
ably potent scenes with inappro-
priate cutting that takes the view-
er out of the story. 
Redford does not give himself 
a chance to capture the magic be• 
hind golf nor is he able to link the 
game with Junuh's persona. Da-
mon seems so distant from his 
character that he never makes 
Junuh come to life (the only time 
he shows a hint of personality is 
his card-playing scene towards the 
beginning of the film). 
Smith makes the most out of his 
Bagger Vance with his charm, al-
though he does not get to do too 
much with his sappy one-liners. 
It would have been nice to see 
how Bagger Vance truly changes 
Junuh and allows him to reach his 
full potential. The two never quite 
bond and their scenes are artificial 
and contrived, never justifying , 
Vance's "legendary" status. 
Redford aims for the pro-
found wonders of the relationship 
between a golfer and his caddie, 
between a man, his inner self and 
the woman he loves and between 
the enlightened and the unen-
lightened, but his creativity is 
mired by an unappealing story 
about bland people and their 
mundane lives - hopefully this 
wicked slice will not affect the rest 
of his films in the future. 
"The Legend of Bagger Vance" is 
written by Jeremy Leven, directed 
by Robert Redford and produced by 
Michael Nozik. The film stars 
Matt Damon, Will Smith and 
Charlize Theron. 
New 1novie takes the angels to a higher fight 
BY SARAH ORAMAS 
Staff Writer 
If you're willing to sit mind-
lessly in a theater and simply 
watch an action-packed flick fea-
turing 
scantily-
dressed, 
gorgeous 
,- 7 
. '< '< '< ' 
~'Chari ie 's Angels"· 
L - __ ! 
and powerful women, then "Char-
lie's Angels" is exactly what you are 
looking for. 
Combine voluptuous Drew 
Barrymore (Dylan), beautiful 
Cameron Diaz (Natalie) and diva 
Lucy Liu (Alex) in a succession of 
unbelievable kung fu fighting 
scenes and you have the makings 
of a great movie. 
Adding a new kick to the 1976 
Aaron Spelling TV series, the 
movie's self-mockery takes the 
edge off the over-sappy style. 
Based on the original story line, the 
three women fight crime for elusive 
millionaire Charlie. 
In their latest assignment the An-
gels are out to rescue Eric Knox, a 
hot~hot millionaire who recently de-
veloped voice identification soft-
ware. The plot has several twists 
that, although predictable, keep the 
beautiful babes changing cos-
tumes more frequently than Mike 
Myers in "Austin Powers." 
Major improvements from the 
original television series make 
this movie well worth seeing. 
Rather than toting guns, these 
women rely solely on their super 
hero-like, hand-to-hand combat 
skills choreographed by veteran 
Yuen Cheung Yan. 
The fighting scenes combine the 
bullet-dodging visuals of "The 
Matrix" with the gravity-defying 
jump kicks of "Mortal Combat." 
Each of the three bod-squad 
babes has her moment to shine in 
scenes that highlight her best tal-
ents. 
Liu shines as a dominatrix-style 
efficiency expert who brings a 
building of engineer drones to their 
knees. Diaz shines in possibly the 
high point of the film, when she per-
forms in the dance show "Soul 
Train." Barrymore kicks ass hands 
tied behind her back in a one-against-
COURTESY OF COLUMBIA TRI-STAR PICTURES 
"CHARLIE'S ANGELS" STARS Lucy Liu, Cameron Diaz and Drew 
Barrymore as television's legendary crime fighting females. 
ten, action-packed fight scene. 
The sexual innuendos and 
constant action of this film are what 
make it what it is: an eye candy film 
with great computer-manipulated 
fighting scenes that create the per-
fect combination of action, come-
dy and light-hearted acting. 
"Charlie's Angels" is written by 
Ryan Rowe and Ed Solomon, di-
rected by McG, and produced by 
Drew Barrymore, Aaron Spelling, 
Leonard Goldberg, and Nancy 
Juvonen. The film stars Drew 
Berrymore, Cameron Diaz and 
Lucy Liu. 
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Ithaca offers multiple gigs 
• 1ve 
USIC 
BY GREG STORMS 
Staff Writer 
In one week in Ithaca, you 
could get lost in the music. 
My fellow reviewer Jeff 
Miller once remarked that people 
can't fathom the amount of 
shows he goes to in the space of 
seven days, that at times you can 
see upwards of five shows. 
For college students m Ithaca, 
the clubs, cafes, bars and base-
ments are the greatest source of en-
tertainment. Once you start at-
tending the many shows, you re-
ahze: how could you miss any of 
it? 
After a two-day trip to Balti-
more to see Elliott Smith perform 
with Grandaddy, I cruised into 
Ithaca just in time to catch Bot-
tomless Salad's acoustic gig at the 
ABC Cafe Oct. 28, where the in-
timacy provides possibly the 
band's best venue. In addition to 
a relaxed cover of Pavement's clas-
sic "Range Life" featuring junior 
James Hearne on banjo, the Salad 
hit strong originals such as "Dots 
on the Door," "Moe (The Fall)" 
and "Pigeonhole." 
COURTE:SY OF JEFF MILLER 
THE MEMBERS OF local band "Bottomless Salad" seniors Lucio Barbarino (bass), Kevin Flinn (harmon-
ica), Matt Payne (drums), Jeff Miller (guitar) and Nick Balkin (guitar) have played a number of local clubs. 
ing and biggest smile in months. rawked-out opening set, mostly 
originals, but highlighted by a dri-
ving cover of Blondie's "Call 
Me." 
id, screaming indie-rock for 
some reason needed numerous 
apologies from the band members. 
Halloween provided the re-
turn of Toronto's The New Deal to 
the Haunt. The new house was 
packed with ghouls, fairies and the 
sporadic bloodied head, and The 
New Deal rose exceptionally to the 
occasion. For a good two hours the 
crowd's feverish dancing rose 
and fell with the band's electron-
ic waves, inspiring my first danc-
Thursday night was lucky 
again, as Butta played a free 
show at Castaways with Your 
Fantastic Summer. Butta, seven 
people (with guests) over the 
smoky and dark stage, performed 
a set of slow, sprawling, almost-
trance jams. Although just the pres-
ence of virtuosity of guest Mike 
Parker, junior Chris Lefever and 
senior Jeremiah Vancans onstage 
is worth it, Butta is said to be most 
effective with keyboardist Mike 
Pils, who unfortunately is no 
longer with the group. 
The show-extravaganza week 
closed on Saturday at the Haunt, 
which hosted an early all-age 
rock-indie-punk show. IC's Im-
passe played a skilled set of com-
plex metal arrangements to the 
hooded, shaved, dyed and 
scarved onlookers. Their vehe-
mence exuded from a no-one-dom-
inates set-up, and they were defi-
nitely among the more accom-
plished bands. 
Finally, Boston's four-piece 
Cave In raised the indie-rock 
roof with a large, theatrical per-
formance of full, bombastic rock 
numbers. The unquestionable 
high point of the set - and the 
show itself - was their rendition 
of Zeppelin's "Dazed and Con-
fused," a song they were made for. 
Punk, folk-rock, jam, techno 
and any number of other combi-
nations or reinventions of music 
spill weekly into Ithaca's streets. 
Shell out a few bucks, and open 
your head up to the potential. 
Your Fantastic Summer, in 
contrast, performed a fast, real 
Next up was Spark Lights the 
Friction from Syracuse, whose sol-
COURTESY OF INTERSCOPE RECORDS 
Album ends hiatus 
BY JEREMY GRIFFIN 
Contributing Writer 
It's been four years since the 
Wallflowers stormed onto the modem 
rock scene with their critical and com-
mercial break-
through, 
"Bringing 
Down the 
\ I \ ) ( ( ( I 
··Breach·· 
The Wallflowers I 
Horse." Though its follow-up, 
"Breach," is hardly the musical mas-
terpiece its predecessor was, it is 
nonetheless an impressive record. 
The LP has already spawned the hit 
"Sleepwalker" and the next single will 
probably be the album's opener, 
"Letters to the Wasteland," wich has 
a striking, but not interesting, resem-
blance to 1996's "One Headlight." 
Other uninteresting songs include 
"Murder 101," wich sounds like a 
filler tacked on at the last minute, and 
"Up From Under'' becomes droning 
after the first minute. 
The band kicks into high gear on the 
rest of the album, exploring rhythm and 
blues on "Hand Me Down," and Pro-
co! Harum-esque organ influences on 
"Witness" and "Birdcage." 
Listeners will find a few single-wor-
thy tracks. The pop/rock anthems 
"I've Been Delivered" and "Some 
Aowers Bloom Dead," are sure to keep 
the album on.the charts well into next 
summer. 
Kravitz can make the hits 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Assistant Accent Editor 
He stands tall and firm. His white shirt un-
buttoned, exposing part of his tattoo and his chis-
eled chest. The top of 
his pants are ripped 
off, drawing the 
viewer's eyes to his 
I • 
' '< '< '< '< ! 
··Greatest Hits·· 1 
, Lenny Kravitz , 
waist. The expression on his face makes it clear 
that Lenny Kravitz has assembled a mixture of 
raw sex, soul and the '60s. 
Ever since his 1989 debut album, "Let Love 
Rule," Kravitz has been criticized for trying to 
capture the sounds of legendary sixties rocker 
Jimmy Hendrix. In his "Greatest Hits," 
Kravitz seems to make it a point to show he is 
not just a '60s cover artist. 
The album includes a number of his rock and 
psychedelic hits. It starts with the extremely en-
ergetic guitar and drum-oriented "Are You 
Gonna Go My Way," which is, and always will 
be, his greatest rock song. Seven years after its 
initial release, it still manages to get the listen-
er screaming along. 
Other classic rock singles included in the com-
pilation album, like the cynical, "Rock and Roll 
is Dead," and the electronic "Black Velveteen," 
work well sandwiching the slow songs, but do lit-
tle to get the the listener moving. 
Then there is the great mystery of his cover 
of the Guess Who's "American Woman," 
which he recorded for "Austin Powers:the Spy 
Who Shagged Me." The cover is right in the mid-
dle of the album. If Kravitz expected the song 
to be the climax of the album, his wish has not 
been granted. The song not only sounds out of 
place, but like most of the other rock songs in 
the compilation, does not compare to ~he slow-
er, voice-focused ballads. 
Songs like the soulful "It Ain't Over Ti! It's 
Over," the psychedelic "Believe" and the elec-
tronic "I Belong to You" feature his sexy lyrics 
and music writing talent and voice. 
His lyrics are attractive because, like many oth-
er powerful writers, Kravitz has managed to in-
corporate his life's misfortunes into his songs. 
In addition, his strong voice and lyrics help him 
manage to keep his romantic songs from becoming 
boring, which has been hard for other artists to 
do. This is evident in his five albums and the songs 
in his new release. "Mama Said" was written af-
ter his divorce from actress Lisa Bonet and offered 
more hit singles than any of his other albums. 
Two of these hits were "It Ain't Over Ti! It's 
Over" and "Stand by My Woman." In the latter 
he writes: 'There were times I didn't understand, 
and there were times I would not hold your hand 
but baby now I'm here for you, 'cause baby I am 
so in love with you. I'm gonna to stand by my 
woman now 'cause I can't live my life alone." 
His new single, "Again," is the only new song 
in the album. It is a romantic ballad that explores 
the tormenting thoughts that go through one's 
head after falling for someone you have only 
seen once, a subject familiar to any listener. 
Although the song has not done much to help 
the sales of"Greatest Hits," it is definitely a plus 
in the collection. His voice and guitar solos com-
bine all that is great in Kravitz's musical tradi-
tion. 
"Greatest Hits" is an excellent album because 
it manages to capture Kravitz's sound and im-
age. It is a mix of his sexy voice, psychedelia, 
funk, soul and traditional rock which is sure to 
ignite a groove in anyone who listens to the al-
bum, even his biggest critics. 
COURTESY OF VIRGIN RECORDS 
"GREATEST HITS" FEATURES 14 of Lenny 
Kravitz'& old singles and one new release. 
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Singing to muzak 
in Wegman's aisles 
In space. no one can hear you 
!,Cream. And in Wegmans. no one 
can hear you smg along. I hope. 
My roommate!, and I have a late-
mght Wegman!, tradition dating 
back to freshman year. The !>Uper-
market 1s so much more interesting 
at 2 a.m. than It 1s at two m the af-
ternoon, plus there's much more go-
mg on behind the scenes. During the 
day, the store 1s all hustle and bus-
tle, but late at mght it's all stocking 
and Junk-food-ahohcs stealing 
candy from under the noses of the 
graveyard shift Helping Hands. 
And, at two in the morning, you 
can hear the house music. 
This past Sunday, as the auto-
matic doors swooshed open behind 
us, The M1am1 Sound Machme 
(featuring, of course, Giana Este-
fan) was singing to "Rhythm's 
Gonna Get You." Kevin's hips be-
gan to sway, and as I went to vis-
it the sushi aisle, I distinctly re-
member seeing Dave's foot start 
subconsciously pounding out the 
Latin rhythm. I met them back at 
the potatoes, where a covert, 
starchy football game was inter-
rupted by the DJ's selection. 
"I could be blackmailed," I 
told Kevm. 
"Yeah, you could," he said, 
looking at the Farmhouse bread and 
deciding between thick-sliced and 
giant-sized. 
"Screw it." 
We both began to sing ... well, 
sing is a subjective term. The 
sentence should read, "We began to 
howl along sarcastically." 
"Wanna put my tender heart 
into a blender," Kevin crooned into 
a cucumber. I grabbed a slab of 
cheese, which was perfectly fitting 
for the song. "Rendevous/then I'm 
through/now I'm through with 
you!" 
Keyboards filled the empty 
aisles, and then an unidentified 
woman's voice began to murmur. I 
hate when I'm at Wegmans, and I 
don't know the music. I call the filler 
crap "Musical Spam" - it's only at 
the supermarket, and no one's sure 
exactly what it really is. The cere-
al aisle and freezer section both lost 
their luster during this particular trip, 
as the muzak DJ apparently took a 
nap while spinning the "Mid-Tem-
po Ballads of Lisa Lisa" disk. 
It got better, though, as we head-
ed back to the car. We looked 
around the parking lot. There was 
no one watching. 
"Do it," Dave said. 
The shopping cart was set. 
Hearts pumping, we hopped mto 
the Volvo, turning on 1-100, hop-
ing for "Crosstown Traffic," or "Get 
out of My Dreams (Get into my 
Car)" or "Jerry Was a Racecar Dri-
ver" or anything up-tempo and 
about either driving or destruction. 
The three of us shared a puzzled 
glance as we realized what was ac-
tually on. Dave took a deep 
breath, turned the volume up, 
revved the motor and inched the car 
up to the target. And, as Elton John 
sang, "Don't let The Sun Go 
Down on Me," Dave floored the 
gas pedal, launching the shopping 
cart over a hedge. 
In the Wegman's parking lot, no 
one was there to hear it land. 
Jeff Miller Is a senior 
Television-Radio major. 
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DILBERTi· . BY SCOTT ADAMS 
E 
THIS SIGN IS MY ~ 
PASSPORT TO i I WONDER WHY NO ONE EVER 
THOUGHT OF IT 
BEFORE. 
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NICE SIGN. DOES 
IT KEEP AWAY THE 
UNDESIRABLES? CUBICLE TRAN- ~ .. en 
a 
~ ) .. OUILLITY. l5 
YOU SHOULD PUT AN 
"E-" IN FRONT OF 
YOUR TITLE. 
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YOU CAN 
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FOR YOUR LACK 
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BY TALKING 
TOO t-\UCH. 
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AND DON'T BE 
LIMITED BY 
SOCIETY'S 
EXPECTATION 
THAT YOU BE 
INTERESTING. 
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FROM 
NOW ON, 
CALL ME 
THE 
E-DIOT. 
) 
IF ONLY 
THERE 
WERE AN 
EASY WAY 
TO 
REMEMBER 
THAT. 
SOMETIMES I LIKE 
TO SIT OUIETL Y AND 
THINK UP IDEAS. 
NOTHING 
GOOD CAN 
COME FROM 
THAT. 
~::::::::::~----E~---------~~---------
~ NOW I WON'T BE ;u. HAVE YOU BEEN 
@l DOMINATING ! EXCLUDED FROM I GOLF EVENTS? 
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SOMETIMES 
I CAN MAKE 
THEM MISS 
PUTTS ON TV. 
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HUN. HON?f I 
I DECLARE NEXT 
FRIDAY TO BE 
"HN.JAIIAN SHIRT 
DAY," 
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NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY 
. . 
NON SEQUITUR 
NON SEQUITUR 
NON SEQUITUR 
by WILEY 
Oil., O~ .•• 
SITT iifi~R '(oL) JIJN·S~ 
'(oU t,l(£.D -ro if>...~ 1\l1; 
Do(,. Ot-l II- f'OO?\E.-Rl..)N .• -
by WILEY 
by WILEY 
To place a classified 
Please contact 
JenYomoah, 
classified manager, 
at274-1618. 
En,ployment 
Juniors! Make Extra Cash! 
Know Quark, Illustrator and 
Pagemaker. Part-time layout edi-
tor needed at Legendary Times 
Journal! Call 272-8496. 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection of Spring Break 
destinations, including cruises! 
Rep positions and free trips 
available. 
Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN. 
Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs. 
Student Groups. 
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter 
with the easy 
campusfundraiser.com three-hour 
fundraising event. No sales 
required. Fundraising dates are 
filling quickly, so call today! Contact 
campusfundraiser.com at (888) 
923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
SPRING BREAK 20011 
CANCUN, BAHAMAS. EAT, 
DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE. 
WANTED CAMPUS REPS! 
Call USA SPRING BREAK toll 
free (877) 460-60n for trip 
information and rates. 25 
continuous years of student 
travel! 
www.usaspringbreak.com. 
SPRING BREAK 2001 Hiring 
On-Campus Reps. SELL TRIPS, 
EARN CASH, GO FREEi! 
Student Travel Services, 
America's #1 Student Tour 
Operator. Jamaica, Mexico, 
Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 
1-SOD-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com. 
SURVIVE SPRING BREAK 
2001!ALL THE HOTTEST 
DESTINATIONS/ HOTELS! 
CAMPUS SALES REPRESEN-
TATIVES AND STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS WANTED! 
VISIT inter-campus.com or call 
1-800-327-6013. THE TRIBE 
HAS SPOKEN! 
For Rent 
Four bedroom house available 
Aug. 2001. Two full baths, fully 
carpeted, newly renovated, 
unfurnished or furnished, free 
washer and dryer. Free off-street 
private parking. No pets, down-
town. 273-6828. 
Three bedroom apartments car-
peted and furnished, below 
.Rogan's. 272-3389 or 533-8637. 
6 Bedroom House Downtown 
Free Parki~, 
Furnished (2 Living 
Rooms/Kitchens/Baths/Porches) 
Private Yard, Close to Commons 
& Bus Route. $275 pp CSP 
Management 2n-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
SKI Snowboard ,~ frum $249 
Wmterbleai 2001' 
Mont Sutton, -Canada 
ffSDAYUFTTICICET ••s NIGHTS LODGING ••s NIGHTS PARTIES 
55IUl'IJ,--- .... ---..... 
-~ 
I 8 r >< i 8 . .JS 'J "·+ ~ 
For Rent · 
NOW LEASING 2001-2002. 
Apartments and Houses. 
All sizes, from 2 to 9 bedrooms. 
South Hill, East Hill and 
Downtown. 
For a complete list see 
PPMhomes.com. 
FURNISHED 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE 
2 baths, laundry, garage & off-
street parking, walk to IC! June 
2001-May 2002. 
273-3054. 
Five bedrooms, huge, near 
Commons, washer/dryer, dish-
washer, hardwood floors, fire-
place, 2 baths, parking. $1200 
+ utilities. 273-0824. 
For 2001-02- Studio furnished 
apt. washer and dryer, overlook-
ing Six Mile Creek. $430 includes 
all utilities. 279-3090. 
Spacious 3 bedroom, 4 bedroom 
and EFF apartments. Call 
Richard at 272-4146. 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments. Walking distance to IC. 
Free off-street parking. 
272-1115. 
For 2001-02-1 bedroom fur-
nished apt. close to IC and the 
Commons. Hardwood floors, 
$470 includes heat. 279-3090. 
398 STONE QUARRY ROAD, 4 
BEDROOM, FURNISHED HARD-
WOOD FLOORS, FIREPLACE, 
WASHER/DRYER, FULL BASE-
MENT, 2 CAR GARAGE. 
273-9300. 
Six Bedroom house on Hudson 
St. Two full kitchens, 2 full bath-
rooms. Hardwood floors, yard, 
off-street parking, porch. 
Landlord pays the heat! Available 
6-1. Call today! 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/certi-
fied. 
Three bedroom apartment on 
Hudson St. Large rooms, hard-
wood floors, yard, porch. 
Landlord pays the heat. Available 
6-1. 
Certified Properties ofTC Inc. 
273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/certi-
fied. 
Beautiful, large 3-6 bedrooms, 
South HIii, close to downtown 
and campus, fully furnished, 
well maintained, competitively 
priced, some with laundry and 
parking. 347-4513. 
THREE BEDROOMS, 2 FULL 
BATHS,CONTEMPORAR~ 
FURNISHED NEAR COMMONS. 
256-8060. 
2001-02 Three or four bedroom, 
furnished, laundry, parking, bal-
conies. Call 273-8576. 
For Rent 
TOWN HOMES - Spacious 3-
story townhomes just off the 
Commons that include 3 & 4 
bedrooms, free parking, free 
wash/dry, dishwashers, 1 1 /2 
baths, patio. Ten or 12 month 
lease. Excellen1 location. Must 
see. Call Nick or Gus al 277-
0312 M-F 10 a.m. -4 p.m., or 
M-Sat 6- 9 p.m. 
3 BR AURORA ST HOUSES -
Two 3 bedroom houses next to 
each other one block up from 
Commons, avail. 01-02 school 
year. Large rooms with modern 
kitchens and baths. Excellent 
locations. Rent includes off-
street parking, free wash/dry, 
dishwashers and service. Must 
see. Call Nick or Gus at 277-
0312 M-F 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., or 
M-Sat 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Three bedroom apt. 205 Prospect 
St. Available Aug. 25th. Leave 
message on answering machine. 
272-2967, ask for John. Hurry! 
DOWNTOWN 1-2-3 
BEDROOMS. 
SPACIOUS, AFFORDABLE. 
NO PETS. 
272-8735. 
Ithaca College Graduation. House 
For Rent. Close to IC. 273-4311. 
Commencement Weekend 
Accommodations 
Bed and breakfast rates begin at 
$85/night. Weekend rentals: 
Lakeside apartment, 1 bath, very 
pleasant, $125/night. Home 
rental, sleeps 8, 2 baths, comfort-
able family home, $500/night. 
Condominium, sleeps 5, 1 bath, 
pleasant, convenient, $235/night. 
Call 272-7344. 
For 2001-02 Downtown 3 bed-
room furnished apt. Across from 
park, spacious, washer and dryer, 
off-street parking. $265 per per-
son plus utilities. 279-3090. 
Need spring sublet to fill single 
studio apt. Located on 
Coddington Rd, close to campus 
and Regans. $440 per month all 
inclusive (heat, electric, cable, 
etc.) Please contact Mandy: 
273-6839. 
CHARLES STREET HOUSES 
Conveniently Located on 
South Hill. 3 Bedroom/ 
Furnished 
Free parking & trash removal. 
Porches & Private Patios, wash-
er/dryer, $325 pp. CSP 
Management 277-6961- www. 
Ithaca-rent.com. 
Very large 4 bedroom houses 
available for '01-'02. Excellent IC 
locations. Newly furnished, car-
peted, and bright. Definite must 
see. For more information call 
272-9361 (days) & 564-0207 
(evenings). 
For 2001-02 3 bedroom spacious 
furnished apt. close to IC and the 
Commons. Off-street parking, 
hardwood floors, washer and 
dryer, $295 per person includes 
heat. 279-3090. 
· For. Rent 
FUNTASTIC SIX BEDROOM 
Extra-large house, tastefully fur-
nished! 2 kitchens, 2 baths, 
porches! Free parking, TV and 
laundry! $295 per person. 
Available June or August '01 
Free dinners with lease! 
Call 277-6961 . 
AVAILABLE 2001-2002 
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BED-
ROOMS FURNISHED. EAT-IN 
KITCHEN. 2 PORCHES, FIRE-
PLACE, 2 FULl BATHS. 
272-2696. 
ITHACA SOLAR TOWNHOUS-
ES, 4 BEDROOMS, FUR-
NISHED, COMPUTER DESKS, 
DISHWASHER, 2 BATHS, 
GREENHOUSE, WOOD BURN-
ING STOVE/FIREPLACE, SUB-
URBAN LOCATION, WALK TO 
IC, 273-9300. 
For 2001-02 - Two bedroom fur-
nished apt. close to IC overlook-
ing Six Mile Creek. 24hr. on 
street parking, washer & dryer, 
$305 per person includes heat. 
279-3090. 
Three bedroom house down-
town. South Cayuga St. Large 
bedrooms, living room, dining 
room, wall to wall carpet, nice 
yard. Available Aug. 1. 
http://www.14850.com/web/certi-
fied. 
918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED-
ROOM, FURNISHED, 3 BATHS, 
DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, 
PARKING, LAKE VIEW, BUS 
ROUTE, WALK TO IC, 273-9300. 
For 2001-02. Six bedroom house 
furnished, close to IC, 3 bath-
rooms, lots of parking, hardwood 
floors and carpeting, washer and 
dryer. $290 per person & utilities. 
279- 3090. 
For 2001-02- Four bedroom 
house, furnished, close to IC, 
hardwood floors, wood burning 
stove, garage, large dining room, 
washer and dryer. $290 per per-
son & utilities. 279-3090. 
Three bedroom furnished apt. 
Utilities included, parking, avail-
able Dec. 1st - May 31st 2001. 1 
mile to IC. 
Close to Ithaca College, fully-
furnished 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 bdrm 
houses and apartments. Call 
272-5647 or 280-3258 or 273-
5192. Available fall 2001. 
Thursday 
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For Rent I 
Apts & houses available 8/01/01 
Kendall Ave. & Penn Ave 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8 bedroom, furnished 11 
month lease. Please call 273-
9221 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m 
After 4 p.m. and on weekends 
call 272-2558. 
3-6 Bedroom Furnished Houses 
Close to IC. Call 273-4211. 
For Sale 
Winter Tires & Wheels. 4-13 
inch- 4-lug Toyota Wheels. Two 
new snow tires. Two used all 
seasons. Mounted & balanced. 
Call 227-1400. 
Notices 
ECK Worship Service Sun Nov. 
12, 11 a.m.-noon. Best Western 
University Inn East Hill Plaza. 
Topic "Love is Giving," ECK 
Reading HU Song Discussion. 
Opportunity to share love for 
God. Public Invited. Sponsored 
by New York Satsong Society 
Inc. affiliate of ECKANKAR Inf. 
1-800-7 49-7791 x480. 
http://www.eckankar.org. 
1989 Saab 900S, well-main-
tained, no rust, sunroof, 4 snow 
tires included, $3000, 
607-844-5323. 
Travel 
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, 
Reliable Air, Free Food, Drinks 
and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan & Florida. 
Travel Free and Earn Cash! 
Do it on the Web! 
Go to StudentCity.com 
or call 800-293-1443 for info. 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, & 
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free brochure and 
ask how you can organize a small 
group & Eat, Drink, Travel Free 
& Earn Cash! 
Call 1-888-7n-4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com. 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free Trips. 
Free Meals ... Book by Nov. 2. Call 
for FREE info. 
1-soo-42s-n10 
Visit online 
sunsplashtours.com. 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
RENTING NOW FOR THE 2001-2002 SCHOOL YEAR!! 
BEAUTIFUL TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
A few choice rooms are still available for 
spring semester. 
Furnished, Free parking, On-site laundry & 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
NEXT TO ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS 
272-1221 
e-mail: collegecircle@clarityconnact.com 
18 THE ITHACAN 
· This spac·e could be yours! 
Advertise with The Ithacan. 
Contact Sales Manager Jennifer Crc)\!\le 
at 2 7 4-1 6 1 8. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS 2000-2001 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER Ii • 8: 15 P.M. • FORD HALL 
SO VOS 6 R•lph PJvono P,oduwon, 
WORLD JAZZ A CAPPELLA 
Performing a mix of African American spirituals, blues, gospel, 
Afro,Latin, R&B, pop, world beat, and jazz styles 
"SoVoS6 is tight. 
soulful, and a 
whole lotta fun." 
-Bobby Mcferrin 
Pre-concert lecture 7:30 p.m., lger Lecture Hall 
By Laun Keegan, musical director, Ithaca College Vocal Jazz Ensemble 
Tickets available starting October 27 at 
• Ticket Center at Clinton House, downtown Ithaca 273-4497 (locally), 
800-284-8422 
• Then & Now Records, Collegetown 
$ 9 children, senior citizens, Ithaca College students 
S 15 Ithaca College alumni, faculty, staff, and administrators; 
Friends of Ithaca College; other students 
S 18 general public 
For more information 
• 607-274-3171 
• www.rthaca.edu/musrc/guestartists 
• SoVoSo web site: www.singers.com/Jazz/SoVoSo html 
·r ... 
THE AREAS LARGEST & BEST TANNING CENTERS 
OVER 50 TANNING UNITS 
OVER 1000 APPOINTMENTS PER DAY 
STAND-UPS LAY-DOWNS 
One Month 
of Tanning 
for only $29.991 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2000 
Imagine an internship with one 
of the most exciting companies in 
the world. Where friendships grow. 
Opportunities are made. Futures begin. 
One experience - a thousand reasons why. 
The Walt Disney World College Program. 
· · Get ready to Dream It Up! 
. Attend the presentation for 
more info and to interview. 
_ ...... 
DATE: 11/13/00 
TIME: 6:00pm 
LOCATION: Center for Natura 7 
Sciences - Room 112 
~~SN~ World. 
COLLE<iE PROGRAM 
wdwcollegeprogram.com 
EOE• Drawlnt Crcar,.,,,y from 0/v,rs,,y • oo,,nrv 
Carnell & Ithaca College 
1, -~{., -~{., -~{., ~{., 
I _ ~ \ _ ~\ _ ~\ ~r1\ 8 Times A _Day To .New York City 
I 
A so ... 
~ 3 Daily Departures to Westchester & Long Island 
I W" tanning sessions for(;$1.jia S · f TG/F /i • 
I ""!!!!:.. .. ,, & Underg~uate !.':5 : I I . 
i ~ New Images ~ . ServicetoJFK,LaGuardiaandNewarkAirporls 
!I Call today for an appointment 272-7402 •. I " ~ f!Jl*'HDFl'T'l.NE" llhacaTravelCenter•277-BB0O 
:[ _________________ ~?! __ ~~-~~?_d~~--~~~-e-~~~--~t~~~~------.------ ~---.I/ ._ ____ -_C_o_a_a_h_U._S_vi ___ www_.sh_ort1-in-eb-us_.c_om _ __, 
Did yoti°know ... 
Saturday's st\fe ~ by the men's 
and women's crQ$'s country teams 
marked the fi~t-tir:ne ever that the 
same school has swept both. 
Thursday 
November 9, 2000 
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Workhorses lead the wa 
Running back 
leads offense, 
attacks records 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
Senior running back Tommy Giorgio might not be Superman, but he is get-ting pretty close. 
The Holtsville, N. Y., native has broken 
into the top ten on three oflthaca's career lists 
and isn't far behind on a couple more. 
"Speed, he's got great speed," said Coach 
Mike Welch, summing up his player's capa-
bilities. "He loves to score, and he loves to 
advance the football." 
In the Bombers' win over Buffalo State 
Saturday, Giorgio rushed for 134 yards, rais-
ing his career total to 1,768 yards, placing him 
seventh on Ithaca's career list. 
In high school, Giorgio played behind two 
very good players, meaning he did not get 
much playing time or have many opportu-
nities to run the ball. He came to Ithaca 
knowing he was starting with a clean slate. 
'Tm just going to try to start all over again, 
and just do the best I can," he remembered 
thinking. 
So when the quiet, young Giorgio 
stepped out onto the field, no one knew what 
to expect. And yet, just look at him now. 
Welch claims that Giorgio's determination and 
great work ethic have elevated him to his cur-
rent status. 
"He leads by example," 
the coach said. "Nobody 
works harder than Tommy·· 
during practice. He g · 
100 percent on eve , 
play. What he h · 
achieved as a player is cer:· 
tainly a direct result of hi 
habits on and off th 
field." 
Senior fullback Johnny 
Testa can affirm Gior-
gio's work ethic. "He 
plays with intensity," Tes-
ta said. "The bottom line is 
that he wants to win the 
game." 
In addition to being 
seventh on the career 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR RUNNING BACK Tommy 
Giorgio carries the ball in Saturday's win 
over Buffalo State. Giorgio has one 
season remaining since an injury 
caused him to miss his sophomore year. 
-
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR SAFETY RON AMATO returns a punt against St. Lawrence Oct. 14. That 
game was Amata's first bringing back kicks. He has since taken on an offensive role. 
All-American expands duties 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Ron Amato patrols Ithaca's secondary like a bouncer at a dance club, doing everything in his power to keep out-
siders from his end zone. 
Amato, a senior preseason All-Amencan, 
plays free safety for the football team. He lurks 
in the Bombers' secondary, watching the quar-
terback and reading his eyes. When Amato 
sees him lock onto a receiver, he breaks like 
a speeding locomotive towards the potential 
recipient of the pass in an attempt to inter-
cept an errant throw, or at least deflect the ball. 
He has done this JOb better than anyone 
else m Ithaca history, ranking first m career 
mterceptions with 19. He credits teammates 
and coaches with helping him reach this mark. 
"I've had a couple guys to watch and was 
taught how the position was played," Ama-
to said. "I have to credit the coaches for puttmg 
together a good defensive scheme." 
After stepping in front of a pass, he be-
comes an instant return threat 
"It's great when you have the ball in your 
hands, to be able to make something happen," 
he said. 
The Solvay, N.Y., native is a natural run-
ner when he has the football, as many 
Bomber-faithful have 
witnessed this season. 
·'" 
He took an mtercept1on 
for a touchdown again~t 
Mansfield and had an-
other erased by a penal-
. ty. Three weeks later, he 
,intercepted a pas~. 
' juked, and wa~ off 
down the left sideline 
for another score. 
However, Just like 
Mansfield, a 
"He's an out-
standing defon-
s1 ve player \\ uh 
great !->kilb and 
- · sen!,e 1(11 thL' & football."C,1.1,·h 
.., Mtl,e \\\.:l,b 
.~aid 
\\'hcr; .\,1111,, 
tne ,,, 'I 11 1, -.: · 
\\:llchlllg :111 ,trlhl ti 
·· \\"()ri-.. l !1~ qu1c·k ,t,ll ts 
and ~top!, leave ck'knder, 
on the g1ound and he ha, 
'. the break,1wa~ !,peed tt, 
•· outrun detcnder!, ,\mat,, 
1s not a tine!,~C runne1 
though. He U!,c.:, Im !,l\-
1()11t. 2(Xl-pt nllld !r.1mc.: t<> 
pluw through dctcndc.:r, _ 
"When he h,1, the 
b.lil rn hi, hand,. he c,111 
do :t number nt thrng, 
· that make hrm excit-
ing," Welch ,:ml 
: "He'!, got good \'J!,Jllll. 
[is] very !->trong and 
._ ,t·"'/ can break tackle~. He\ 
-~::, '.. explosive" 
· Dunng Homecnm-
See BACK, page 21 
PHOTO BY MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN, PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
GIORGIO AND AMATO lead the Bomber offense and defense, respectively. Giorgio currently sits seventh on the school 
rushing list, fourth In career scoring and tied for third In rushing touchdowns. Amato is Ithaca's all-time interception leader. 
. ing, Welch expenmentcd 
with usmg Amato as a 
punt returner. 
See SENIOR, page 21 
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RICK 
MATTISON 
Sports 
C'o/11111111.H 
Be responsible; 
it's just a game 
It 1~ 9 a.m., the bottle of 
Captain Morgan's 1s cracked 
open and it can only mean one 
thing. It is "Cortaca Jug" day. 
Cnrtaca Jug is one of two 
days in my life that I have set 
_an alarm to begin drinking -
the other being Fountain Day. 
But before I rave on about get-
ting trashed and going to watch 
Ithaca and Cortland duke 11 out 
on the field, there is more to 
the Cortaca Jug than (gasp!) 
dnnklllg. There 1s a game on 
the field. 
This season's game has the 
potential to be very interestlllg, 
mainly because neither team is 
all that good this year. The 
Blue and Gold showed flashes 
of brilliance last weekend 
against Buffalo State and I 
would take that Bomber team 
against nearly any competition 
after the way they played in 
that game. But 1t is also a team 
that lost back-to-back games by 
a total of 41 points earlier in 
the season. 
Cortland does little to make 
me think it will steamroll the 
Bombers. The Red Dragons have 
a 4-5 record and lost to Buffalo 
State 26-10 in September. 
Nothing more than pride and 
the Jug are on the line for these 
teams when they meet on 
Saturday. Pride and the Jug are 
some pretty motivating factors, 
though, in my opinion. These 
teams will be pumped up and 
ready to go at it once the uni-
forms are put on. 
I expect the game to be a 
good one - it usually is. So 
how do I recommend going to 
it? Well, there is a certain ex-
pectancy to get trashed and 
make the trip out to Cortland to 
root on Ithaca. I have seen the 
game from both sides of the so-
briety spectrum. 
Last year, I only stayed for 
the first half because I could 
not keep my interest in the 
game and missed a great sec-
ond half. I also did not stay for 
the whole game two seasons 
ago - the only time the 
Bombers captured the Jug 
while I have been here. 
But the one time I was 
stone-cold sober for the game 
was one of the best football 
contests I have ever seen. In 
retrospect, if I was drunk, I 
would have either left or not re-
membered it as well. Even 
though it was a loss, the game 
my freshman year was utterly 
amazing. The cold rain and 
back-and-forth drama at the 
end just added to the lus~rof 
Ithaca vs. Cortland. 
Each person has his or her 
own way of approaching the 
Cortaca Jug match. Whatever 
you choose to do, be smart and 
safe. And know one thing for 
sure - there is never any reason 
in the world to get mto a fight 
over a football game. That is just 
plain dumb. Sober or knee-
crawling, comode-huggmg 
drunk, enjoy the game for what 
it truly is - a game. 
Rick Mattison is a senior sport 
management major. 
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SENIOR CHRISTIAN STOEHR battles Oswego freshman Brad Parker for the ball Oct. 
11. Ithaca tied Vassar, 1-1, Saturday. 
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Saturday's Results 
Men's soccer 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Bombers (9-5-2) ended their regular 
season with a 1-1 tie at Vassar Saturday. 
Senior forward Wade Wilkinson netted his 
11th goal of the season, ti ve minutes, 23 sec-
onds into the game to put Ithaca up 1-0 ear-
ly. That tally was also the 29th of Wilkinson's 
career, placing the senior in sixth place on the 
school's career list. 
The lead stood until late in the second half 
when Vassar senior Wyatt Magee scored to 
send the game into overtime. The tie moved 
Ithaca's record to 1-1-2 in overtime games. 
Men's aquatics 
BY MICHAEL BORGASANO 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers opened its season Saturday 
with a fourth-place finish at the Harvest Re-
lays in Rochester. Carnegie Mellon Universi-
ty, Pa., won wnh 194 points, while the Bombers 
finished with 144 points. 
Ithaca's highest finish came in the 300-yard 
medley relay. The team of senior Ryan 
Spencer and freshmen Geoff Buteau and Sean 
Kavanaugh placed third with a time of two 
minutes, 44.83 seconds. 
Spencer also contnbuted in a variety of oth-
er events. Along with Junior Dave Balta, fresh-
men Ryan Orser and Sasha Kuznezov, 
Spencer was a part of the 400-yard medley re-
lay team that placed fourth in 3:46.21. 
The Bombers play host to Bloomsburg Uni-
versity, Pa., at l p.m. on Saturday. 
Women's aquatics 
BY JONATHAN FRIEDMAN 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers opened their season with a 
win at the Harvest Relays in Rochester. 
Ithaca won six of ten events, and finished no 
worse than second in any. 
Freshmen Megan Hughes, Michelle 
Yellin and Sara Bond set a meet record in the 
300-yard backstroke relay with a time of three 
minutes, 6.04 seconds. Bond and Hughes, 
along with freshman Katie Centrella, also 
broke a meet record with their win in the 400-
yard freestyle relay, finishing at 3:42.06. Se-
nior Emily Schweitzer and freshman Kris-
ten Shorette won the diving relay with 210.8 
points. 
The Bombers also earned victories in the 
400-yard medley relay (4:11.64), the 300-
yard medley relay (3: 13.92) and the 200-yard 
medley relay. Ithaca placed second in the 
300-yard butterfly, the 300-yard breast-
stroke, the 200-yard freestyle and the 8x25, 
200-yard freestyle relay. 
The Bombers open their dual meet sea-
son on Saturday against Bloomsburg Uni-
versity, Pa., at 1 p.m. 
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Teams tops 
. ' 
1n state 
Men and women crowned 
champs in cross country 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
A.n-istarzt Sports Editor 
Senior co-captain Lauren Byler said it was 
basically "for bragging rights." After Saturday. 
Ithaca was the only school with any bragging 
to do. . 
The Bombers swept both the men's and 
women's meets at 
the New York State 
Collegiate Track 
Conference Cham-
pionship meet. the first time ever one school has 
taken both titles. 
"It was a good win," said semor co-captain 
Missy Roether, despite the fact that it does not 
advance them any further. "The team deserves 
it. We've all been workrng incredibly hard and 
we've had an incredible season. If anythmg, it 
makes us ready to go for nationals even more." 
The state title was the first for the women\ 
cross country team since 1991, a year that 
marked the last m a stnng of eight consecutive 
state championships. 
Freshman Amanda Laytham, who began the 
season by taking first place in the Alumni Run, 
finished first overall in 17 minutes, 37 seconds. 
"It was a big surprise," Laytham said of her 
victory. approximately seven seconds ahead of 
the next runner. "I didn't think it would go this 
far. I think everyone was pretty surprised." 
Behind Laytham, the Blue and Gold saw four 
other runners place in the top 20. Sophomore 
Lillie Jones came in 12th in 18:33; Byler took 
13th just a second behind; Roethercaptured 15th 
place in 18:40; and sophomore Ann Ruminski 
placed 18th in 18:48. 
Several runners said, while they were hop-
ing to win the meet, the first-place finish came 
as somewhat of a surprise since injuries kept two 
of the top runners, sophomore Erin Boshe and 
senior Melissa Antunes, from competing. An-
tunes is expected back for regionals, but a fe-
mur stress fracture put an end to Boshe's sea-
son three to four weeks ago. 
"A lot of our running this season has been 
knowing that we've got to make up for her loss," 
Byler said of her injured teammate. "We 're sad 
that she couldn't be with us, and [we've been] 
doing it for her a little bit." 
The women's biumph came right on the heels 
of the men's victory. In fact, Byler said the team 
was in the middle of warming up for its race . 
when a trainer came running down to inform 
them of the men's results. 
'One, two, three, four' was what the mes-
senger passed on as the men swept their race's 
top four spots. Sophomore Dale Cocca 
grabbed the top spot overall in 26: 19 with fresh-
man Mike Styczynski three seconds behind. 
Sophomore Garrett Wagner - who won the 
state meet last year - came in third in 26:28, 
while sophomore Brian Cocca completed the 
sweep one second behind. 
Dale Cocca said he was surprised with his 
win, never winning a varsity race in his life. 
"I took the lead at about three miles and I 
was like, 'Wow, I'm normally watching the lead-
ers from around the comer,"' he said. 'Then I 
thought, 'I might as well do it now."' 
In winning the meet, the men knocked off 
New York's top-ranked team (St. Lawrence), and 
made a case for advancing their own No. 3 state 
ranking. 
"They've worked very hard to get to the lev-
el they're at right now," said coach Jim 
Nichols, whose team won the state title for the 
first time ever. 'They are expecting to run well." 
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Ithaca gets revenge against Bengals 
Sack seals win 
in final minutes 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
"They've done it to us three years in 
a row. We know we're not going into 
the playoffs and we wanted to 
come out and ruin their hopes. And 
that's what we did today." 
After battling for 58:38, the 
game came down to one play - a 
fourth-and-goal for Buffalo State at 
the I-yard line. 
Giorgio, who ran for 134 yards and 
two touchdowns on 24 carries. "We 
already knew we were out of the 
NCAA playoffs. We wanted to 
come out here and have fun. It paid 
off. We were relaxed and we came 
out and dominated." 
Junior quarterback Brian 
fourth-and-goal from the I-yard 
line twice by Ithaca. 
"Aaron Mumby, one of our of-
fensive tackles, said yesterday, 
'you don't show any more charac-
ter than fourth-and-one on the goal 
line,"' McDonough said. "It's a tc~-
tament to our defense and our 
team." Junior linebacker Mark McDo-
nough summed up Ithaca's victory 
over visiting Buffalo State in two 
words: "poetic justice." 
Bengal quarterback Chris Henry, 
a senior, dropped back to pass and 
was blind-sided by McDonough. 
Young, playing 
his first game af-
ter suffering a 
concussion 
against Wilkes 
Oct. 21, said the 
lack of pressure 
helped the team 
rebound from its 
6' That was our main I t h a c a Jumped out to a 
One week after being knocked out 
of NCAA playoff contention by Ho-
'The play we ran was called 'goa-
line zap' and I was supposed to have 
outside contain," McDonough said, 
grinning. "I saw they lined up in what 
looked to be a passing situation. They 
didn't have a tight end or anybody 
to bleck me, so I kept saymg to my-
self, 'get on your horse.' I did, came 
free and got the sack." 
focus ... we'd be the 7-o lead l:! 6 
into the game 
spoilers this time.'' on Amato·~ 
bart, the 
Bombers 
(6-3) did 
the same 
; l -TOMMY GIORGIO first career 
'. Foo~~~1_1_ _ j senior running back punt return for a touchdown. 
to the Bengals (6-3) with a 27-20 
thriller at Butterfield Stadium Sat-
urday. 
"The feeling is unbelievable," 
Giorgio said. 'That was our main fo-
cus this week: to come out, play as 
a team, have fun and we'd be the 
spoilers this time." 
Senior free safety Ron Amato 
echoed Giorgio's thoughts. 
"It's great," Amato said. 
Week 10: 
Ithaca at Cortland 
the Cortaca Jug 
• THE OPPONENT 
Cortland (4-5) 
(Div. Ill) Cortland, N.Y. 
Head coach: Dan MacNeill_ 
Last week: idle 
• HEAD TO HEAD 
The turnover on downs gave Itha-
ca the football with l :32 left on the 
clock. Giorgio sprinted for 12 yards 
and then 21 yards on the next two 
plays to clinch the Bombers' victo-
ry, Ithaca's first over Buffalo State in 
six years. 
"We had no pressure," said 
All-time series: Ithaca leads, 33-22-3. 
shutout last week bv Hobart. 
"We came to 'play and we 
played a lot looser," said Young, who 
threw for 156 yards and one touch-
down. "I don't know if that had to 
do with our playoff hopes bemg shot, 
but we played composed and with-
out pressure on us. That was key to 
moving the ball the way we did." 
Buffalo State also moved the ball 
successfully, racking up 508 yards of 
total offense, but was shut down on 
Last meeting: Cortland won, 26-21, at Butterfield Stadium last year. 
• KEY PLAYERS 
The Red Dragons' ground game is led by sophomore running back Brinton Battle (80 car-
ries-279 yards) and freshman running back Jason Burch (60-269). Senior quarterback Ryan 
McCarthy has thrown for 1,933 yards, 11 touchdowns and 12 interceptions on the season, while 
his favorite targets have been junior wide receiver Brian Babst (51 receptions-667 yards) and 
senior wide receiver Rocco Colucci (50-337). 
Cortland's defense has forced 21 turnovers. However, the offense has turned the ball over 
20 times, leaving it with a + 1 turnover margin. 
• STAFF PREDICTIONS 
John Davis, sports editor: Cortland is fairly inexperienced at the offensive skill positions; 
however, talent does not usually play much of a factor in the Cortaca Jug game.This should 
be the series' fourth-straight nail-biter with the Bombers scoring late in the fourth quarter. Itha-
ca fans storm the field after a 31-30 Bomber victory. 
"They were pmncd back deep m 
their zone," he said. "Their punter 
kicked the ball and I probably 
should have called for a fair catch, 
but we've had great blocking all year 
so I thought I would catch it and sec 
what I could do. I broke a couple of 
tackles, got some great blocks and 
we took it to the endzone." 
Welch said the return gave Itha-
ca the spark it needed. 
"We hadn't had one all year and 
we knew we were capable of domg 
1t, but to do 1t against Buffalo State, 
it gave w, a little bit of confidence." 
Ithaca will take the momentum 
gamed against the Bengals and 
march mto Davis Field on Saturday 
ready to battle the Red Dragon, 
"They've heaten us two out of 
three time.'> .'>mce I've heen here. ,o 
there's nothing we want more than 
to go m there ... and wm," Amato 
.'>aid. "To end our season with two 
win.'> over Buftlalo] State and Con-
land would be great." 
Preseason All-Amcncan nght 
guard Adam Grossman, senior, said 
Ithaca need~ to run etfcct1vcly 
agamst Cortland (4-5) to wm 
"We want to establish the run and 
we want to control the defensive 
hne," Gro~sman said. "If you can run 
the ball effecuvely agamst a team, 1t 
opens up the pass. We just want to 
put up some pomts and have fun." 
Young, however, said the game 
will be won on emotion. 
"We all know, m this game more 
than any, emotion can take over the 
game more than talent." 
Matt Schauf, assistant sports editor: The Blue and Gold won in impressive fashion Sat-
urday over a Buffalo State team that was ranked 23rd in the nation. Although they no longer 
have much of a shot at the NCAA playoffs, they seem to be playing for pride. As the old adage 
says, "throw the records away'' when Ithaca and Cortland meet. The visiting team has had the 
upper hand of late in this rivalry, and that will continue. Bombers, 34-32. 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR KICKER SETH STEINBERG celebrates Ithaca's victory 
over Buffalo State with equipment manager John Wallace. 
Back has one season left 
Continued from page 19 
He prides himself on knowing 
what everyone is doing on the field. 
Giorgio claims he has a great re-
lationship with his teammates, 
both on and off the field. 
"They're not only my team-
mates, but almost all of them are my 
friends," he said. ''They're all be-
hind me, and I'm behind them. We 
have a great relationship on and off 
the field." 
Testa, for one, has a great rela-
tionship with his backfield mate 
away from football, being one of his 
roommates. 
Laughing, Testa said of Giorgio, 
"It's fun, we definitely have fun." 
Giorgio has tried to extend the 
relationship to the rest of his team-
mates as he attempts to fill a new 
role this season. 
"The one thing I'm trying to re-
ally contribute this year that I 
haven't in the past is being vocal," 
the senior said. "I just try to be a 
leader out there. I'm just trying to 
play my hardest every time and 
hopefully the guys will just follow 
me." 
As far as Welch is concerned, 
that is exactly what Giorgio has 
shown on the field this year. 
''He's very much a team player," 
Welch said. "He's a leader out there 
for us." 
In addition to being a leader on 
the field, Giorgio is the school 
record holder for career receptions 
by a running back. Overall, Gior-
gio is 13th in career receptions , just 
15 shy of the top 10. 
Of all that Giorgio has ac-
complished in his career as a 
Bomber, he is not done yet. Due 
to a knee injury his sophomore 
year, Giorgio was forced to take 
a season off, and is eligible for an-
other season. 
After next year, Giorgio aspires 
to be a coach himself, hoping to 
coach high school football. 
"I want to take the coaching as 
far as I can go," he said. "I love the 
sport, and I don't want to be away 
from that." 
Senior excels on diamond and gridiron 
Continued from page 19 
"Although his main position is free 
safety, we want to get him the ball 
as much as we can," Welch said. 
Amato showed the same skill re-
turning punts ash~ displayed inter-
cepting passes, breaking nearly 
every return for big yardage, m-
cl uding a 45-yard return for a 
touchdown against Buffalo State. 
"Ronnie's electrifying," Welch 
said. "He really brings everybody 
else up to his level." 
With Amato flourishing as a safe-
ty, and now as a punt returner, the 
next logical step is offense. 
During Fall Break, while the ma-
jority oflthaca students were home 
relaxing, Amato was on the South 
Hill playing the game he has 
played since eighth grade. 
After watching Amato return two 
punts against Wilkes Oct. 21, an out-
of-town fan, watching Amato for the 
first time, said Amato should play 
running back or receiver. 
The very next play, No. 19 ran 
onto the field and into Ithaca's of-
fensive huddle, lining up as a re-
ceiver on the left side. 
"We sent him deep a couple of 
times," Welch said. "But they had 
him covered so we didn't throw him 
the football." 
Against Buffalo State, however, 
the Bombers were able to get the ball 
to him. Junior quarterback Brian 
Young hit Amato for a 19-yard com-
plet10n, his first of the season. 
Gridiron successes aside, Ama-
to is also a five-tool player on the 
baseball diamond in the spring. 
Last year Amato was a third-
team All-American after leading. the 
team in batting average (.469), on-
base percentage (.503), slugging 
percentage (.769), runs (47), hits 
(67), runs batted in (49), doubles 
(13) and triples (six). He also fin-
ished second in home runs with six 
and third in stolen bases with 12. 
"Football develops a different 
athleticism," baseball coach 
George Valesente said. "He's able to 
run down balls in right field that we 
never think he can. The defensive 
back work develops a strong attitude 
and aggressive attitude." 
Amato said he came to Ithaca 
because he wanted to win a na-
tional championship in both foot-
ball and baseball. Unless both 
teams realize that goal this year, 
Amato will have to settle for the 
possibility of becoming the first 
Bomber to be named an All-
American m football and baseball 
in the same season. 
"When you look at colleges and 
what you want to achieve, a national 
championship in football and 
World Series in baseball are at the 
top of your list," Amato said. 
'There have been players to win 
both champiol}ships in the same 
year, [and] it's something that I've 
always looked forward to. 
"Individual honors are incredible. 
Winning things like that are great, 
but the main goal is for the team to 
win and go to the playoffs. I'm very 
honored that I was All-American in 
baseball last year, but I would trade 
in anything to wm the national 
championship." 
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Bombers topped by Williams Excitement rouses team 
forNCAAs Successful season 
ends with loss 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
The field hockey team ended the 
year with a 2-0 loss to Williams 
College 
Saturday 
m the 
second 
round of the NCAA Division III 
Championship tournament. 
The Bombers finished the sea-
son with a 10-7 record, making it 
the !0th year m the past l l that 
they have won at lea~t IO games. 
The NCAA playoff trip was the 
15th such appearance m Ithaca his-
tory, the third highest total in the 
nation. 
"I felt the season was a success," 
~aid sophomore goaltender Melis-
sa Halderman. "Our goal was to 
make the national playoffs, and we 
accomplished that." 
The game started slowly, with 
neither Ithaca nor Williams being 
able to put the ball between the 
pipes. 
That all ended when the Ephs' 
freshman forward Victoria Scott 
was assisted to a goal by senior 
miafielder Lyssa Castonguay with 
17 minutes left in the first half. That 
goal was all the scoring Williams 
would need. 
However, in the second half, 
sophomore forward Stefanie No-
ering scored her 12th goal of the 
year, unassisted, to put Williams up 
2-0, with nine minutes left. 
Williams, despite the slow 
start, ended up overpowering the 
Bombers, using a strong offensive 
attack to outshoot Ithaca, 37-5. The 
Ephs also had 13 penalty comers to 
Ithaca's three. 
Williams' sophomore goal-
tender Monelle Quevillon made 
PAUL FOMBELLE/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE FORWARD MANDY SHEFFIELD chases the ball against Oneonta Oct. 11. Oneonta junior 
Jen Mollen (11) and senior Jen Mclenaghan (5) look on. Ithaca lost, 2-0, to WIiiiams Saturday. 
three saves and picked up her 10th 
shutout of the season. 
"We didn't play as well as we 
could have, or would have liked, but 
it wasn't a bad game by any 
means," said senior tri-captain 
Becky Karver, who played in the 
last game of her career Saturday. 
"They were a very good team and 
they played well." 
Ithaca had not played a game in 
two weeks and had to endure a five-
and-a-half hour bus ride the day be-
fore the contest, which may have 
made them rusty coming into the 
playoffs. 
Halderman, however, showed no 
ill effects from the time off. She 
stopped the ball 13 times in the first 
half and 12 times in the second, for 
a season-high 25 saves. 
The Bombers looked past the 
playoff loss- and declared the sea-
son a success. 
"We improved with · every 
game, and we reached our goals," 
said junior midfielder Beth 
Gilbert, the team's leading scorer. 
Karver compared the 2000 
field hockey team to those of past 
years. The senior cited improved 
play on the offensive end and a 
strong goaltender as two reasons the 
Blue and Gold won two more 
games than last season. 
"Our offense really stepped up 
this year," Karver said. "Our new 
goalie had an awesome season." 
Halderman said it was the team 
that made the improvement. 
"[The team] is an amazing 
group of people who work togeth-
er," Halderman said. "[Individuals] 
never take full credit for anything. 
It's a team effort." 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
Senior outside hitter Karen 
McCord waited up Sunday 
night in anticipation before finally 
dozing off. 
The call came in around 12 
a.m. Monday. 
It was McCord's housemate, 
junior setter Jen Salmon, who 
woke her with the news that the 
VO I -
leyball 
team 
would 
be playing Skidmore in the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA Divi-
sion III New York State Region-
al playoffs. 
McCord, half asleep, 
thought she was dreaming. 
"[The next morning], I asked 
[Jen], 'Did Ijustdream that or did 
you tell me we were playing 
Skidmore on Thursday?' McCord 
said, laughing. "I was so excit-
ed this morning when I woke up. 
I hoped it wasn't a dream." 
Although the volleyball 
team finished first in the New 
York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association tourna-
ment this weekend, some of the 
players still experienced some 
doubt about the team's post-sea-
son advancements. 
"I was definitely nervous 
about getting the call," McCord 
said. "[The call] could have 
meant that it was, or it wasn't, our 
last tournament this weekend. I 
didn't want to end my season yet 
in my senior year." 
Veteran team ready to improve 
The Bombers clinched their 
third New York State champi-
onship title, with a 3-2 victory 
over Brockport Saturday. Pre-
ceding the match, the Bombers 
posted victories over Fredonia (3-
0) and Skidmore (3-2). 
"From the beginning of the 
tournament, our coach told us that 
if w~ didn't win the tournament 
the team, like a volunteer assistant Sophomore Adam St. Ours will our chances weren't very good 
coach for the season," Hall said. be looking to continue to start in the [for competing in the NCAA]," 
"Things are really going to be dif- 184-pound class. He is a returning freshman outside hitter Janet 
ferent, but I'll still be wrestling letter-winner who wrestled in 18 Hammondsaid. "Itwasabigmo-
with the guys, working out just as bouts last year and is the most ex- tivator for us." 
hard as I normally do." perienced wrestler in this class. Ithaca (29-8), seeded fourth, 
With Hall sitting out the season, The 197-pound bracket looks to faces fifth-seeded Skidmore to-
coach Marty Nichols said he will be run by freshmen, as Andy Kay day in the quarterfinals of the 
possibly be looking to the and Kelley Schaack are the top New York Women's Collegiate 
younger classes - including 17 picks at this point. Kay won a Sec- Athletic Association regional 
freshman - to fill the starting po- tion V championship at Canadau- tournament. 
sition in the 133-pound weight gua Academy, and Schaack was a The Bombers defeated Skid-
class. Section Ill semifinalist at Liverpool more both times they faced off 
"We have some outstanding High School. this season, 3-1 in the Ithaca In-
leadership out ~here," said Senior Jason DiCesare returns vitational and 3-2 Saturday. 
Nichols, despite a relatively to start at the heavyweight posi- Ithaca also holds a flawless series 
young roster. t1on, joined by seniors Toby Al- record of 6-0 over the Thor-
Senior Dan Montana, at 141 varez and Seth Rak. DiCesare oughbreds. 
pounds, is in his third season as a earned all-state honors last year These past victories, howev-
Bomber and will be looking to and, with six pins, was among the er, will hardly be a factor in 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CARLOS RESTREPO (right) wrestles with freshman 
Stephen Sebastiboly (left) Friday in the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
start after placing second at the team leaders in that department. Thursday's match, as some of the 
East Coast Wrestling Confer- The Bombers play host to the players noted that post<;eason 
ence. Also pushing for time arc ju- Ithaca Invitational on Friday and Sat- competition is a whole new 
Team looks to top 
last year's finish 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
nior Craig Robe1 to and sophomore urday in the Ben Light Gymnasium. playing field. 
record and have 11 letter winners Nick Stover, both .500 wrestlers .----------------. "Everybody's peaking ri.ght 
returning, including nine last season. now with the best plays 
starters. In one of Ithaca's deepest they're ever going to have and 
Ciotoli, wrestling in the 157- weight classes, 149 pounds, we have to rise to that chal-
pound weight class, is a two-time sophomore Shamir Rhodes and se- lengc," junior defensive spe-
letter winner, placed second in the nior Natt: Higgins will be trying cialist Colleen Lindsay said. "It 
country last year and is a favorite for the ~~~ng position. Rhodes makes a difference if we've 
Int~~ 2000 wrestling_season, · to Win an NCMtid~thisseason. finishc6:~d. ,as~ year at the beaten [Skidmore] three or 
, .• .~e Bjl!lbers.oU"e l_ookin -t<? ~~- ,)'?l~$ him.as.~p~r1t_wil• ~ fel:- · New)'~~ Tournament in the IIUl_,JMI( four tir,nes, or Jost to them 
"'1' •.olf.o/' ."'!I, 4. 3 l(Onid_,__ .. -~ *~<11<>re bra<;ket, .. _ 'l: · _......._ . . . . ,tb!l\o:.,.,t.,ut times.''. .. 
• ,.,. I t• • 'i)v.l ',•"· •• ~~ • ~ • • • • .. .,.~•-., •'.-...I.th" d th ",~••f' ,-..,\, il ••" ,.,,;~~,.-, ~· ~ ••• ,-.. '.~, \, , . 
l., '~,~ Y. ¢,,if{ ••. -!>,· .:,_;~,;~ .;_ , ••• ;,.--, . ~ If _ at; e _ . ;.;;,i,-.. . - -.. ·/.- • ',,~, .• '{_./:1-;-~\":"-i..,,::.~ :__- ·.-,;. •,''.~::< . . . Qfthe.roati;b Will ~. ~ ~-. V -~,:''"ill<cti"ns m· a ac.,;.,, · ·'.1,': . ' ' · · · · ,.. ·- .;,- ::-·1• •- ' -~·, • v--._, · - · - " -::,~ s, _t r o_ , _,_ I!'.-;_' , - 't:1!60- a; 1:.v. , . .• . . , . _ . .,_. . .. tnn..!leeded ~f. ,,·R:i!,'.,;..;._.·n .. ,: • - .• ,>-,:-.,.-,-- ·=··1s1· '·1· ;,. ,.-,; ,,\",i'l • ' .··-;···~ft;,_' ). ' . "n I s h:' ;, ~, ... r •. -<Vi' • '. • . • • -poun C a~,. -- r ,: .-· ' -- '!' : . ' ' • Y ·S semi n~ 
\',. "their' highest at . the .. NCAA· -'trorn lseason' off and.is expecr- ' with 10 1:· ' 2.-fl~ -~-- -, · -·"? >:•,·. ''"""'andGoldis aki 
- . . 3. Shawn'fflifnliafi;'dl~dilc -·· ~;- -· ~ -~ ':° ng Championship in five years. ed to lead the pack_ in the 125- . At 165, pounds_, sophomore 8. TontHalt'Ot·-~.-,: .. _ i{s_ .f.ttb: .!IJ>PCarance m the 
"We expect to be strong this pound weight class. ~11~ ~an-y-i~ a retummg s~er and O _, - _ • _ • • __ .,_., : • .-.. • NCM ·Division m playoffs 
year, a little better than last year Hall, on the other hand, will be Junaor-~·Br~adwater will also .. _ '157~d welght.cliss and~ eiglith in a row. 
·' even," said senior tri-captain takingthespringsemesterofffrom be,loo~{~ti~e-~arryledltha- ·:"f.;flnin-Clotoll'Ot;Jlfllca'·- - 1~.aca has never won the 
Ryan Ciotoli. The Bombers school, and will therefore sit out ca s.freshmen m wms, falls and 2, MJkeHelm.'00, = NCAA tournament, but has ad-
placed 15_th at last year's nation- the wrestling season. team poin&s last year, and finished a. Chris Smith '00, .. rgh vanced to the semifinal round 
al meet, with a 5-7-1 dual-meet "I'll still be working out with third at the ECWC meet. ,.___ _________ __, twice (in 1994 and 1995). 
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Scoreboard 
Men's cross country 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca won the New York State 
Collegiate Track Conference 
Championship. 
Women's cross country 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca won the New York State 
Collegiate Track Conference 
Championship. 
Field hockey (10-7) 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Williams def. Ithaca, 2-0. 
Football (6-3) 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca def. Buffalo State, 27-20. 
Men's soccer (9-5~2) 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca tied Vasser, 1-1 . 
Men's swimming 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca placed fourth at the 
Rochester Harvest Relays. 
Women's swimming 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca won the Rochester 
Harvest Relays. 
Volleyball (29-8) 
• Saturday, Nov. 4 
Ithaca def. Skidmore, 3-2. 
Ithaca def. Brockport, 3-2. 
• Friday, Nov. 3 
Ithaca def. Fredonia, 3-0. 
. Keeping pace 
National Cross Country Coaches 
Association Women's Division Ill Poll, 
released Oct. 31. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
19. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
To.run Points 
Middlebury (Vt.) 200 
Calvin (Mich.) 192 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh 184 
St. Olaf (Minn.) 174 
Williams (Mass.) 168 
Luther (Iowa) 161 
Baldwin Wallace {Ohio) 151 
Moravian {Pa.) 143 
Ithaca 135 
Wartburg {Iowa) 131 
Geneseo 115 
Wisconsin-Stevens Pt. 108 
College of New Jersey 101 
Hamilton 90 
Brandeis {Mass.) 88 
Wisconsin-Lacrosse 86 
Loras (Iowa) 64 
Elmhurst (111.) 55 
Amherst (Mass.) 53 
Washington Univ. 53 
Willamette {Ore.) 51 
Nebraska Wesleyan 29 
Connecticut College 24 
Clrmnt Mud Scrps {Calif.) 23 
DePauw (Ind.) 7 
Pvs. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
16 
14 
12 
15 
13 
19 
22 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
23 
25 
Staying steady . 
National Cross Country Coaches 
Association Men's Division Ill Poll, 
released Oct. 31. 
' 
No. Team Points 
1. Calvin (Mich.) 198 
2. Keene St. {N.H.) 194 
3. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 183 
4. Wisconsin-Lacrosse 173 
5. North Central (111.) 170 
6. St. Thomas {Minn.) 157 
7. Wisconsin-Whitewater 143 
8. Wisconsin-Platteville 142 
9. Williams (Mass.) 138 
10. Wisconsin-Stevens Pt. 124 
11. Haverford (Pa.) 122 
12. Wartburg (Iowa) 108 
13. St. Lawrence 1 05 
14. Nebraska Wesleyan 102 
15. Kenyon (Ohio) 86 
16. St. Johns (Minn.) 82 
17. Tufts (Mass.) 74 
18. Puget Sound (Wash.) 60 
19. MIT 52 
20. College of New Jersey 38 
21. Bowdoin (Maine) 37 
22. Trinity (Conn.) 34 
23. Emory (Ga.) 24 
24. Clnnnt Mud Scrps (CalH.) 18 
25. Ithaca 12 
They said it 
Pvs. 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
13 
8 
9 
10 
14 
11 
12 
17 
20 
15 
23 
19 
22 
NA 
16 
21 
NA 
25 
·1rs great. They've done It to us three 
years In a row. We know we're not going 
into the playoffJJ and we wanted to come 
out and ruin their hopes. And that's what 
we did today." 
-Senior ar.lY Ron Amato 
aftar the foolllall lum ci.r.at8d Buffalo 
Stalalalurdlly. 
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By the Numbers Compiled by Corie Hoffberger . 
Revenge . 
Football 
Buffalo State at Ithaca 
Nov.4 
Team 1st 
Buffalo St. O 
Ithaca 7 
2nd 3rd 4th Final 
T 6 8 20 
13 7 0 27 
Statistics Buffalo St. 
First Downs 
Yards Rushing 
Yards Passing 
Total Yards 
Fumbles-Lost 
Penalties-Yards 
Punts-Avg. 
--yg--
lnt.-Ret. Yards 
Time of Possession 
95 
413 
508 
0-0 
11-81 
4-29.8 
1-8 
41:42 
Ithaca 
2"1 
163 
156 
319 
0-0 
11-112 
6-39.0 
1-22 
18:28 
Tough loss . 
Field hockey 
NCAA Regional Semifinals 
Nov.4 
Team 1st 
Ithaca O 
2nd Final o -0-
Williams 1 1 2 
Ithaca goals-assists: none. 
Williams g-a: Victoria Scott 1-0, Lyssa 
Castonguay 0-1, Stephanie Noering 1-0. 
Shots: Ithaca 5, Williams 37. 
Saves: Melissa Halderman {I) 25, Monelle 
Quevillion {W) 3. 
Penalty corners: Ithaca 3, Williams 13. 
Tie 
Men's soccer 
Ithaca at Vassar 
Nov.4 
Team 1st 
Ithaca -1-
Vassar O 
2nd 
0 
1 
OT Final 
0 1 
0 1 
Ithaca goals-assists: Wade Wilkinson 1-0. 
Vassar g-a: Wyatt Magee 1-0. 
Shots: Ithaca 8, Vassar 3. 
Saves: Glenn Palmieri (I) 2. Paul Connors 
(V) 7. 
Corner Kicks: Ithaca 7, Vassar 11. 
Game, set, match 
Volleyball 
New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Championship 
Nov.3 
Team 1st 
Ithaca 15 
Fredonia 9 
2nd 
15 
12 
3rd 
15 
8 
Stephanie Raefski - 12 kills 
Jessica Raymond - 12 kills, 11 digs, 8 
blocks 
Jen Salmon - 36 assists, 9 blocks, 3 
aces 
Nov.4 
Team 1st 2nd 3rd 
Ithaca 15 11 17 
Skidmore 13 15 15 
Raefski - 22 kills, 23 digs 
4th 5th 
9 15 
15 10 
Karen McCord - 20 kills, 4 blocks, 29 
digs 
Janet Hammond - 12 kills, 22 digs, 3 
blocks 
Ifflm. 1fil 2nd am ~ fill! 
Hhaca 14 15 13 15 15 
Brockport 16 5 15 10 7 
Salmon - 43 assists, 4 blocks, 29 digs 
Raymond - 12 kills, 6 blocks 
Colleen Llndsay-17 digs 
BTNun1bers 
4 Number of Ithaca men who 
finished in the top four at the 
state meet Saturday- Dale 
Cocca, Mike Styczynskl, Garrett 
Wagner, Brian Cocca. 
3 Volleyball players named to the 
New York State Women's 
Collegiate Athletic Championship 
all-tournament team -Jen 
Salmon, Stephanie Aaefskl and 
Jessica Raymond. 
3 Number of Bomber teams who 
won New York state 
championships Saturday- men's 
and women's cross country and 
volleybal. 
Athlete of the week 
Amanda Laytham and 
Dale Cocca, cross country 
Laytham, a frc!>hman, won the 
women\ md1v1dual champion~h1p at the 
New York State Collegiate Track Con-
ference Champ1om,h1p Saturday in 17 min-
utes, 37 second~. one second off the cour~e 
record. Cocca, a !>ophomore, won the 
men's individual title in 26: I 9. Laytham 
is a sports medicine maJor from 
Unatego, while Cocca 1s a commumca-
t10ns major from Fayetteville. 
· Sprint 
Men's cross country 
New York State Collegiate Track 
Conference Championship 
Nov.4 
HQ. Team Points 
1. Ithaca ~ 
2. St. Lawrence 57 
3. Geneseo 114 
4. RIT 148 
5. Hamilton 162 
6. Fredonia 163 
7. Rochester 174 
8. RPI 185 
9. Oswego 205 
10. Alfred 252 
11. Buffalo State 300 
12. Union 358 
13. Brockport 360 
14. Hartwick 407 
Dale Cocca 1st 26:19:10 
Mike Styczynski 2nd 26:22:20 
Garrett Wagner 3rd 26:28:80 
Brian Cocca 4th 26:29:90 
Good form 
Men's swimming & diving 
Rochester Harvest Relays 
Nov.4 
Team scores: Carnegie Mellon 194, RIT 
157, Alfred 145, Ithaca 144, Rochester 
134, Geneseo 133, Hobart 112, St. 
Lawrence 22. 
400 medley relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
3:36.25; 4. Ithaca {Ryan Spencer, Ryan 
Orser, Dave Balta, Sasha Kuznezov) 3:46.21. 
300 butterfly relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
2:40:04; 5. Ithaca (Balta, Geoff Buteau, 
Mike Esper) 2:51 :61. 
300 backstroke relay: 1 . Carnegie Mellon 
2:51 :24; 5. Ithaca {Sean Kavanaugh, 
Buteau) 3:06:74. 
300 breaststroke relay: 1 . Carnegie 
Mellon 3:06:74; 5. Ithaca {Kavanaugh, 
Tyler Burns, Orser) 3:24:05. 
300 medley relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
2:49:51; 3. Ithaca {Spencer, Buteau, 
Kavanaugh) 2:55:83. 
400 freestyle relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
3:16:29; 5. Ithaca {Esper, Balta, Orser, 
Kuznezov) 3:24:05. 
200 medley relay: 1 . Carnegie Mellon 
1 :37:12; 4. Ithaca {Spencer, Kuznezov, 
Mike Thurk) 1 :42:66. 
200 freestyle relay: 1 . Carnegie Mellon 
1 :27:31; 5. Ithaca (Mike Dende, Balla, 
Esper, Kuznezov) 1 :30: 11. 
200 freestyle relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
1 :19:75; 4. Ithaca 1 :22:35. 
Stride ahead 
Women's cross country 
New York State Collegiate Track 
Conference Championship 
Nov.4 
No. Team Points 
1. Ithaca --gg-
2. Geneseo 62 
3. Hamilton 79 
4. RPI 107 
5. St. Lawrence 108 
6. Rochester 139 
7. Oswego 165 
8. Union 282 
9. Fredonia 292 
10. Alfred 293 
11. Buffalo State 325 
12. Hartwick 343 
13. Brockport 350 
14. New York Univ. 352 
Amanda Laytham 1st 17:37:30 
Lillie Jones 12th 18:33:60 
Lauren Byler 13th 18:34:00 
Missy Roether 15th 18:40:80 
What a splash 
Women's swimming & diving 
Rochester Harvest Relays 
Nov.4 
Team scores: Ithaca 188, Carnegie 
Mellon 171, Rochester 157, Geneseo 150, 
Alfred 131, RIT 131, William Smith 121, 
Geneseo 111, St. Lawrence 63. 
Diving relay: 1. Ithaca {Emily Schweitzer, 
Kristen Shorette) 210.8. · 
400 medley relay: 1. Ithaca {Sarah Bond, 
Joan Micelli, Heather Nelson, Megan 
Hughes) 4:11:64. 
300 butterfly: 1. Rochester 2:10:61; 2. 
Ithaca {Emily Carey, Katie Centrella, 
Nelson) 3:12:01. 
300 backstroke: 1. Ithaca {Hughes, 
Centrella) 3:06:04. 
300 backstroke: 1. William Smith 3:37:68; 
2. Ithaca {Centrella, Michelle Yellin, 
Micelli) 3:40:52. 
200 freestyle: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
1 :42:73; 2. Ithaca (Hughes, Nelson, Bond, 
Andrea Farwell) 1 :42:22. 
300 medley relay: 1. Ithaca (Yellin, 
Centrella, Erm Shackelton) 3:13:92. 
400 freestyle relay: 1. Ithaca (Hughes, 
Nelson, Bond, Centrella) 3:42:06. 
200 medley relay: 1 . Ithaca (Yellin, 
Centrella, Nelson. Hughes) 1 :56:80. 
200 freestyle relay: 1. Carnegie Mellon 
1 :33:63; 2. Ithaca {Hughes, Centrella, 
Farwell, Yellin, Shackelton, Bond, Erin 
Kraheck, Jen Peck) 1 :35:48. 
log on to www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
and find out about your favorite sports teams. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Park Hall, Ithaca College. 
For more information, contact 
Caroline Ligaya, calendar editor, 
at 274-3208 or fax 274-1565. 
!Four-day weather forecas1l: 
TODAY FRIDAY 
Scattered Showers 
showers 
High: 53° 
High: 61° Low: 35° 
Low: 43° 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
Scattered Scattered 
showers showers 
High:48° High: 48° 
Low: 30° Low: 31° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
. . 
._-. TODAY 
I • ' ~ ~ 
Online Registration Access: 
Group 4 at 7 a.m. 
Amnesty International Meeting 
- 12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
Opening Reception for 
"Bernice Abbott: 
Photographs" - 5 to 7 p.m. An 
exhibit of portraits and places 
from the 1920s and 1930s. 
Showing through Dec. 1 O in the 
Handwerker Gallery. 
"Virtual Reality: Applications 
to Training and More" -A 
Faculty Colloquium Series pre-
sentation by Assistant Professor 
Sharon Stansfield, mathematics 
and computer science, at 12: 15 
p.m. in Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center. 
Senior Oboe Recital - Hannah 
McKeown performs at 8: 15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Catholic Mass - 8:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
COMMUNITY 
American Red Cross Blood 
Drive - Give blood at the Blood 
Donation Center, VFW Post #961, 
423 W. State St. 11 :30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Contact: Daria 
Vanostrand at 273-1900, ext. 17. 
American Red Cross Adult CPR 
Class - 6 to 10 p.m. Contact: 
Carley Rencher at 273-1900, ext. 
14. 
Thursday Night House Party -
10 p.m. to midnight at lde's 
Bowling. Rock 'n' bowl games 
$1 .50, shoes $1.50. Music mixed 
by 106 VIC. 
Common Ground - Neche 
Latina from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Latin 
dancing with DJ Felipe Rivera. 
The Haunt - RANA (modern 
rock) with R.B.D. 0azz/jam). $3 
cover. 
FRIDAY 
Last day to revoke Pass/Fail in 
semester courses. 
Last day to withdraw from a 
semester course. 
Elective Joint Piano Recital -
Hollis Bowen and Andy Smith 
perform at 6 p.m. in the 
Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
Whalen Center. 
Junior Voice Recital -Anthony 
Maiese performs at 7 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Senior Voice Recital - Kevin 
Doherty performs at 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Shabbat Services - Reform, 
conservative and traditional at 6 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. Followed 
by Kosher dinner in the upper 
level ofTerrace Dining Hall. 
SAB Films - "What Lies 
Beneath" showing at 7 p.m., 9 
p.m. and midnight in Textor 102. 
COMMUNITY 
Common Ground - Cookie 
Coogan performs for Friday Jazz, 
featuring Mike Solazzo on bass 
and David Solazzo on piano from 
5 to 8 p.m. No cover. 
Contemporary Club Dance Music 
with DJ Calvin from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. 
The Haunt - Bim Skala Bim 
(ska) with MoFo's (surf rock) and 
Longwave. $8 over 21, $10 
under. 
Rongovian Embassy - The 
MacGillicuddys with Wicked 
Natural String Band. 10 p.m. 18 
and over with ID. 
The Foo Fighters - Performing 
at the Landmark Theatre in 
Syracuse. Tickets available at 
Ticketmaster. 
Blues Traveler - Performing at 
the Smith Opera House in 
Geneva. Tickets available at 
Ticketmaster. 
SATURDAY 
Elective Senior Viola Recital -
Allison Walker performs at 3 p.m. 
in Muller Chapel. 
Choral Festival and 
Composition Contest -
Featuring high school choirs from 
Corning West, Cortland, Ithaca, 
Vestal, Ward Melville and West 
Genesee at 7 p.m. in Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
SAB Films - "What Lies 
Beneath" showing at 7 p.m., 9 
p.m. and midnight in Textor 102. 
SPORTS 
Football at Cortland at noon 
Men's Cross Country - NCAA 
Regional at Rochester, 11 a m 
Women's Cross Country -
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KRISTEN CRAVOTTNTHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN PAUL GIMELBERG looks at an updated electoral map of the nation Tuesday night 
In a television lounge in the Campus Center. Coverage of the 2000 election continued into the 
early morning hours as the world focused on Florida to see which presidential candidate would 
take the state's 25 electoral votes to win the election. Television networks gave Florida to 
Democratic candidate Al Gore early in the evening, then later to Republican candidate George 
W. Bush before deciding the race was too close to declare a definite winner at that time. 
NCAA Regional at Rochester, 
noon. 
COMMUNITY 
Club Semesters - Cortaca Jug 
Party. Two DJs spinning hip-hop, 
house, reggae and techno. Enter 
for a chance to win an all-expens· 
es-paid spring break package to 
Cancun. Doors open at 9 p.m. 18 
and over. 
Common Ground - Comedy 
show at 8 p.m. "The Comedy 
Company" features Karith Foster 
and Nick Marra with comedy spe-
cialist Danny Liberto as host. 
Three outrageous comedians, 
one low price. $5 at the door. 
Disco and Beyond at 9 p.m. 
Sounds of the 70s and 80s, video. 
18 and over and welcome. No 
cover. 
The Haunt - Early Show: 
Groove/Core Fest featuring Error 
Type 11, Liquid Logic, Zygote and 
Blind Identity. $5 cover. 
Fabulous 80s Daner Party featur-
ing DJ Nikki Wood. $3 over 21, $5 
under. 
ABC Cafe - Shane Lamphier 
and Diana Anderson with the 
Colorblind James Trio. 
SUNDAY 
Protestant Services - 11 :30 
a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 p.m. and 9 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Joint Elective Percussion 
Recital - Patrick Roland and 
Brian Messier perform at 1 p.m. in 
the Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
Whalen Center. 
Junior Tuba Recital - Eric 
Snitzer performs at 2 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Faculty Chamber Music Recital 
- Ariande String Quartet, featur-
ing Susan Waturbury, Margaret 
Cooper, Debra Moree and 
Elizabeth Simkin, performs works 
by Haydn, Schubert and 
·Daugherty. 4 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Pre-concert Lecture - By Lauri 
Keegan, musical director of the 
Ithaca College Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble. 7:30 p.m. in the 
lger Lecture Hall, Whalen Center. 
Ithaca College Concerts 
Performance - Vocal jazz 
ensemble SoVoSo performs at 
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. Admission 
will be charged. 
COMMUNITY 
Bela Fleck and the Flecktones 
- Performing at the Smith Opera 
House in Geneva. Tickets avail-
able at Ticketmaster. 
Common Ground - Stonewall 
Social Club at noon. An informal 
get-together of middle age to 
senior gays and lesbians. 
Brunch buffet from noon to 4 
p.m. $6.50 per person. 
Argentine Tango, 9 p.m. to mid-
night. No cover. 
The Haunt - Electric Dark, 
Ithaca's only goth/industrial night. 
$2 over 21. $4 under. 
Rongovian Embassy - Dinner 
jazz with Neal Massa from 6 to 9 
p.m. No cover. 
Catholic Mass - 5:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
MONDAY · 
Peer Alliance for Sexuality 
Education (PASE) Meeting -
8 p.m. in the North Meeting 
Room. 
Trombone Troupe Concert -
Performing at 8:15 p.m. In Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
COMMUNITY 
American Red Cross CPR Class 
- For the Professional Rescuer. 
6 to 10:30 p.m. Contact: Carley 
Rencher at 273-1900, ext. 14. 
Common Ground - Swing 
Dance from 8:30 p.m. to midnight. 
Free swing lessons by Cindy 
Overstreet at 8:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY 
Online Registration Access: 
Group 5 at 7 a.m. 
Catholic Mass - 12:05 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
OCLDA Meeting - 8 p.m. in Park 
279. 
Ensemble Concert -
Contemporary Chamber' 
Ensemble performs at 8:15 p.m. 
in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
COMMUNITY 
American Red Cross First Aid 
Class - 6 to 8:30 p.m. Contact: 
Carley Rencher at 273-1900, ext. 
14. 
WEDNESDAY 
Distinguished Lecture Series 
- Lawrence S. Smith '69, 
Executive Vice President 
of Comcast Corporation, will 
speak on "What is Comcast? 
Where and how does It fit 
in today's world?" from 6 to 
7:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center. 
Circle K Meeting..:.... 7 p.m. in 
Williams 221. 
Flute Ensemble - 8_: 15 p.m. in 
the Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
American Advertising Federation 
- 7 p.m. in Williams 222. 
